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CORN FOR INDIA.

OTERO'S

BEST SPRIKB REMEDY.

San Francisco, Cal., June 12. The
ship "City of Everett," carrying i
cargo of grain contributed by tha peo
pie of the country under the leader
ship of the Christian Herald, of New
York, will sail, this afternoon or tomorrow, for India, where the oargo
will be distributed to the famine-strlc- k
en natives, through the agency of the
American missionaries. The cargo
consists of 600 tons of rye, 600 toes of
beans and 2,400 tons of California flint
corn. Rev. 6. K. Hobos, of Jackson,
Ills., will accompany the cargo to Calcutta and supervise the distribution of
tbe supplies. Future contributions of
corn or wheat may bo consigned to tbe
Chicago Indian famine relief commit,
tee, whioh has its headquarters in tbe
board of trade building, and such con- signments will be sold and the pro
ceeds remitted to responsible persons
in India; tbe season being so far ad
vanced now that the bent would render
it unsafe to sbip tbe grain.

BIDS FOR TORPEDO BOATS
"'

A

The Minnesota Federation of La
bor li Organizing to Guard
Interests of Laborers.
STRICKEN

INDIA

Peter Maher and Tom Sharkey
Will Fight for J 14, 000 Before Next September.
FRIGHTFUL

EXPLOSION

Sptcial Telegram to The Optic.
Raton, N. M., Judo 12.
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Governor
Otero and party, were "met tt Trinidad
by a reception committee, headed by
Captain Collier and the Raton brass
band, with 2,500 people. Tbey were
drivan arouDd the city in carriage. A
big binquet was spread at the Barvey
home.' The key of the city of Raton
was presented in an address by lion.
W. C. Wrigley, Otero's response was
a magnificent outlining of the business
The
po'icy for his administration.
A.
big
peoplejare very enthusiastic.
crowd are on board the train for Las
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rJ0SHA,8,
JOHN W. ZOLLARS,

Vice-Presiden-

DE.
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LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

$100,000.

Surplus,

COI'V

First National Bank.

Sail ;Miguel National Bank.

The Ship "City o! Evrtt" Sailed, To-DFor The Famine Stricken Land.

From Trinidad to Santa Fe
Will Be a Continuous
Round of Ovations.
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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO; SATURDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1897.
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FAMINE
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AVAILAHLi:

.50,000.
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OFFICERS!
M. CUNNINGHAM, President,
FttAJJK BVRINGSB,
D. T. HOSKIN8, Caahier.
H ;
B. JAN DART, Assistant CaihUf
i
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ATNOLDS, President

A. B. SMITH, Ciuhler
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ADAMS,

Assistant Cashier.

Accounts Beceived Subject to Check.
Interest Paid on Time Deposit?.
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THE ,
LAS

y EGAS

bAVINuS BANK.
EBBav"yor

Paim's Celery

ft

Gqki, Pre
II. W. Kelly, Vine Pres.
17. T. U06EIR8, Treat.
HKNKt

earning

"

BROWNE

MANZANARES
COMPANY

?&u p capital, $30,000.

by depositing theni In the Lab Vkoas Sathiq. Bas. where
' Every dollar eared, ia two dollars mad.."
depo.lt received of leni tban $1,
Interest paid on all deposits of SO and over.

fcey win bring y0o an Inoomo.
Ho

flmonfl.

There is one true specific for dis
eases arising from impure blood and a
debilitated nervous system, and that
is Fame s celery compound, so gen
erally prescribed by physicians. It is
probably the most remarkable remedy
mat ine scientific research of this
country has produced. Prof. Edward
E. Phelps, M. D., LL. D., of Dart- mouth college, first prescribed what
is now known the world over as
Paine's celery compound, a positive
cure lor dyspepsia, biliousness, liver
complaint, neuralgia, rheumatism;
all nervous diseases and kidney trou- bles- - For the latter Paine's
celery
compound has succeeded again and
again where everything else has failed.
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East Las Vegas and
Socorro, New Mexico

Kansas Cm, Mo., Juno 12. A
(tat. W. Hlckox ft Hluon
Geo. W. Hlckox
Co
El P'aae, Toxaa.
remarkable surgical operation was
Santa Fe, N
Im
performed, this mornlcg, at the German
Geo. W. Hlckox & Co.
hospital. Harry Wballeo, thirty years
old, a travelling showman, known as
"The Human Hardware Store" who
has been swallowing all sorts of in
digestible matter, for eight years, be'
came ill, after swallowing a
Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty.
Saturday night. An opwratiou being
necessary, an incision was made in bis
abdominal cavity, this tbormng, and
Mtnufacturers of
tbe following articles were remove J
Three knife blades; one
Mexican FiligreeJeweIry.
three inches long; twenty
three tacks; four large screws; two
brass hooks; one steel plate, one I nob
A BLIND MERCHANT.
Special agent ! for the
ShovWatches Rated
t
Vegas.
inches; one silver teaspo
by
Santa Fe Standard Watch
and a large assortment of broken glass H. Offer f 1,000,000 For the Reatoratlon of HI
With Marine
Sp izial Telegram to the Optic.
sold on .monthly '
and crockery. J he operation occupied
Sight.
Chronometer.
'
WagoiI Mound, N. M., June 12
eight minutes. The surgeon say the
Ik
Wool
will recover
"W
Railroad Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, June 12. The
CaliAn immense raoeption was given the pailent Is very weak but
toless iiiflamatioo sets in.
reward of fl,OCO,000,
Las
East
N.
M.
magnificent
Vegas,
whole
at
the
governor
Springer,
whiob Charles Broadway Rouss, the
Equestrian Day la Chlcato.
lation turning oat with great entbu-s- i
In
sev
12
June
blind merchant of New Yoik, offers to
Iilioois,
Chicago,
as n. Otero made a speech from the eral
the large cities of the country, any one who will restore his sight, has A
1'
Q Ot
rear end of the car, which was a Equesuian day is being celebrated, to daszled tbevision of Dr. Harry Slater,
StQQl
of
ibis
He
sent
a
letter
. .
colored;
city
n,HU athe 'Anniversary having been es to Mr.
same
"vvcr
vi
V .."
magnificent effort. It was a perfeot day,
Eouss, jesterday, in which be
material,
complete,
tablished in tbis city, a year ago, with said be wss positive tbat
ucu vcrcu
on the A. I . & S. F. south
ion
by tbe use oi
siai
oration along the whole line, with
any
horseback
oommon berb from tbe swamps
a view toward popularizing
nt-in I
tv- ,- mu
OI Las Veo-mMovlm
in Mpw
ww
va
av
if 11i.
peop'e at every station. The Las Ve rMlnsr, which of recent years has been Virginia, be could restore the vision of
ana
uas
for
tbe
bi
00,
$46
As
inciuaing
Vegas,,
merchant.
to
the
wall
evidence
tbe
crowded
by
sightless
gas reception committee, headed by almost
in this city, wbicb
Hon. A. A. Jones, greeted the govern cycle. Tbe parade
look place tbis afteruoon, comprised
on
or at Wagon Mound, and the band thirteen large riding clubs, including dozen men and women whose sight he
,
pianis.Dy
over 1,000 riders, is well as a large claims to have restored.
to
other
the
"Hail
and
Chhief"
played
number of equestrians not connected
Awful Prediction,. with any organization. Among the
patrt.?tic;airs,.., Otero's digDfed manNkw
N. Y., June 12.
York,
Las Vegas, N. M.
.
ner and business-lik- e
remaks are ere. cities which have followed tbe example "Inside the next ten
years tbis country
of Chicago in establishing a similar
a
favorable Impression. The event are Cincinnati, New York, St. will see a most awful revolution that
aliog
will astound the world, that's my firm
Sold on
rativs citizens are very enthusiastic. Louis and Louisville.
conviction based 'upon several visits to
Death en a Dredge.
Everything is a success.
Wilkksdahuk, PeDu., June 12. By the United States." The speaker was
Minnesota Federation of Labor.
r
The following brands of cigars:
tbe burning of a dredge on the Snsque Prltcbard Morgan, a liberal member of
known in Great Britain as
6t. Cloud, Minnesota, June 32
banna river, two men were burned to parliament,
Our Pointer,"
"Gold King," because of the magTbe
meeting of the Min- death and one fatally injured. The tbe
of his gold mining properties in
t
nitude
4,B. & F." "MyChoice,"
We have
nesota state federation of labor will dead are Captain John Kay n olds and North Wales. Mr.
received a full assortment.
8
Morgan has just
(San-day- ),
convene iff this city
Mau
is
man
tbe
John Keyler;
Also
injured
arrived in New York, from a trip
Libertad."
all
of POULTRY NETTING,
kinds
Manufactured by . '
all affiliated organizations and rtce Bayoolds.
around tbe world, coming east from
SCREEN
WIRE, SCREEN DOORS, FENCE
those desirous of affiliation having
;
ANOTH KB EXPLOSION.
Ssn Francisco.
Trusts, politics and
been invited to send delegates. The
with legislation against tbe
WIRE
A
and
all seasonable goods to be sold
protection
12
N.
June
St.
F.,
Johns,
chief work of the federation in the pa:'t
attached to tbe regular, leaving working ol asses is the cause of the an
the
lowest
has been to guard the interests o' bere this
the - possible prices
.morning, exploded, killing ticipated ruin, says Morgan.
in the state legislature, the
and two other persons,
engineer
Heat
Knock. McKlnlev.
All goods are made
and although much in this direction Cars standing on the track with their
Kashvillic, Tenn., June 12 Tbe
seswas accomplished during
OLD TOWN HARDWARE STORE.
were
unhurt.
home, free from artificial
occupants
intense hest knocked over the presi
sion, it is the desire of the leaders to
flavor.
Pure
Havana.
A
Lynching Epldcaiic.
greatly increase the membership dur
dent, this morning, after his hard day,
Old P. O. Stand,
Sixth Street.
New York," N. Y., June 12.
ing the coming two years, in order
He will not fulfill all his
yesterday.
that the organization may more forci A mob of over 1,000 men tried to take
rThe
preeidebly lay its demands before the next a negro named Charles West from five engagements,
tial party leaves Nashville,
scallop of. the legislature. With this
in Chattanooga and
end in view, no pains will be spared' to policemen, last night, t Washington spending Sunday
0
a"a
secure the, support of the minor or- place, for tbe purpose of lynching him. Monday in Asbville, arriving at Wash
i
ington,
lueeday.
Clubs
were
and
revolvers
but
drawn,
and
the
state,
throughout
ganizations
to organize new branches of industry the mob was beaten back. West shot
England Snubbed.
Plaza Pharmacy"
und.er the auspices of the federation a white- - man named Hyland, because
London, England, June 12 Tbe
his daughter had told him Hyland had
shows
no
disposition to accede
Bids tar Torpedo Boatf.
attempted to assault her, last week. porte
He shot tbe man deliberately and with- to Eogland's ultimatum tbat. Thessaly
Washington, D. C vJnne 12.
C) &CO.
must be evaouated. The sultan's dis
It has been announced that bids will out explanation. Hyland is dying.
Patent Medicines, 'Sponges, Sjringes, Soap, Combs' and Brushes.
like for Sir Philip Currie, the British
)
be opened on Wednesday next for tbe
Frightful Explosion.
ambassador, is well known. He takes
torconstruction of three thirty-kno- t
Cincinnati, Ohio, June 12 A little pains to conceal bis contempt for
nd Toilet Article and all Oood Usually Kept by Druggist
pedo boats. Numerous proposals have frightfnl explosion occurred at tbe tne critisn influence.
been submitted for the construction of Hermes
company's estab)
Faul
Railway Accident.
Physicians' Prescriptions Carefully Compounded, and all
these vessels, and it is thouffht tbat lishment, at 10 o'clock this morning,
tcrJune
A
12.
London,
England,
oraers
the government will secure very fa. killing one employe and injuring two
correctly, Answered.
).
vornble terms. The successful bidders others, James Serglor was killed and rible railway accident occurred at
Goods Selected With Great Care and Warranted as
c
Represented.
must shew themselves in possession of William Hermes and Mary Johnson Osmestry, Salop, this morning, In
the .necessary plant. The boats will were injured. Tbe factory was com)
hlch fourteen persons were killed and
C)
Mexico.
be known as No. 19, No. 20 and 21, pletely wrecked, tbe shock being felt twenty-fiv- e
A heavy train of
Injured.
two to have a trial displacement of not five miles distant.
cars, filled with excursionists was de
lessitban 2'W tons, and one of 260 tons.
,n
railed, while runnirg at a high rate of A Home
of
Thrown In the River.
The bidders are left ample scope for
speed.
the
Y
N.
June
1?.
Tbe
New
department pre.
original ideas,
York,
C)
Run Over .Child.
Located 'near iFARMINGTON, San Juan County, New Mex--.
scribing only the barest outlines. body of a drowned girl was found in
IOI, K2 AND
GROSS"
)
ico.lin the
Eight hundred thousand dollars has tbe East river, this morning. She was . Dallas, Tex , June 12 Engineer
section
beert appropriated for the construction
of the M. K. & T road fainted
St. St. LOUIS IMO.
Corp,
)
7
wore
a bicyole
acres. There ara two houses, one of them contalnlnR thrsn rooms-thIt conalsts of
BLACKWELL
o tha torpedo craft.
eighteen years oli and
other tour, with
good cellars; an orcnard of all kinds or fruit summer aii C)
costume. The police are inclined to as be stopped his train near St. Joe,
winter arple, pearsiChrrles, crab opple?, plums, apricots, peaches,irooeltM(rrle
& KELLY.
He thought he had
tbe murder theory, as the girl's faoe Tex,,
.y
currants, raspberrloi, nlfaira, ftc. Plenty of water for
Cenvrsistonal Mattel.
irrlfratlon. Thevnrd iV
)
killed tbe child. His entire train passouttoalli;lndofshrabberyanaitlslndoe(lanwe.lh3melneyery
marks
of
violenee.
Detectives
naniculnr
D.
12.
su0ws
June
WASHinaroN,
'C.,
The property will be sold for $2 700,
ed over it, but it was unhurt.' Tbe
down, the balance on tlma '
m
to
on
work
been
for
the
case.
bare
fm
Xtut
Address
s
0 fmt
0
put
particulars.
lj0, e
Rtpu'tiJican senators at the caucus, this
child had been asleep on the tracks.
WW WW WWW WW WWW WW W WMT WW W
WWWW
Two Maprowned.
morttiog, did not reaeh any conclusions '
To Fight in Nevada.
TnoMPSONViLLE, Conn., Joce 12
The
regarding the Hawaiian treaty.
N. Y., June 12
Nkw
Yoke,
tobacco tax and other questions were' Two men at Holyoke, Mass., narjed
Msbes and Sharkey will probably come
diww8Hf d. and the caucus lasted two Gillis and
while
in
ef
Gay,
engaged
American Beauty, red.
taken fort
hour. At noon a recess was
an established fact that our prices are the ruling inonarchs of the day.
is together in a finish fight in (September.
to save lumber which
"
They have won every battle yet
Baroness Rothschild, light pir.k
until 5 o'etock.
carried down the Connecticut Brady bas off ered a pnrse of $14,000,
Now they have declared war against our entire stock of merchandise, watch them,
fought.
being
you will
men
have
and
the
des
mornwas
white.
this
The
con.
Senator Fry,
Blanches,
asked,
accepted.
Coquette
see, they will once more be victorious.
river, by the floods, rre drowned here, test will take
plica in Nevada.
Charta, dark pink.
ing, H the Hawaiiea treaty would be this morning.
Magna
ratified ibis session. ftot tbis sesWater Ri.lng.
Hill Score Bryan.
sion," us said, ''because there spill be
. . .
NKWffiELr. Maine, June 12. Great
no quorum witbin live minute, after
Niagara Falls, N. Y., June 12.
excitement
over
tbe
prevails
here,
high
She passage of ibe tariff bill."
In a pjjbjio speech here,
water. The Little
Mr. Vest David B. Itili
In toe eenate,
characterized Bryan as a risen four feet withinOsippier river has
twenty-fouhours
Bal imore Belle, blush white.
ngn ' mada a eharo aUjk upon the "crank, demagogue acd political
and much damage has been done,
We offer as follow, for this week
Prairie Queentiecp rose.
linear .pohedold.-- He read jRiar.y stateWe will offer at
ments showing ijat tno caucus amendetc.
Collide.
Etc.,
Skirt
(teamen
worth
for
$2.50
an
Amuck
Editor.
lioe
more
were
vith
iu dirct
ments
Greatly Reduced Prices.
London, England, June
worth $3.50 for
PpxgKBHiLL, III., June 12. John C,
Jtbe trust than any other prenpp'jsition,
We handle the celebrated "Bee Hive" Brand, each
"Barns-more- "
Star
White
"Nomadic
and
ship
Skirts worth $4.50 for Richard, mayor of Bunkerblll, in a
collided in a
garment guaranteed to fit and give atisfactio:i.' We
off Holy Head,
Senator Aldrlcb II!.
Cabea Scandeus.
with the editor of the Qazetle, tbis morning, and fog
.
nave on display nny dillerent kinds all made of the
difficulty
Worth
for
12.
both
are
June
$5,00
badly
C,
viVi:Totf.-,,lHumulus
Japonicus.
F, Y. Iledley ,was shot fatally, at noon, damaged.
newest material with detachable cuffs and collars.
W. AUrich, the tariff '
Madeira Vine.
Senator
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 55c Price wai 85c
Men
These vines grow from thiitv tn
Another yUalKnment.
lender in Hih seoti', left Washington,
A Boat Pounder.
feet
Ladies'
in
Shirt Waist for 85c Price was 1.15
a
12
season.
Brach. forty
Cincinnati, Ohio, June
Shis morning, for iW .,Hhole Island
P?hth AMBor, N, J., June 12 The
la'wssLt
m:k
man.
&
Deleon
man,
Massard,
hoiop,
Company, No trouble to show Plants
in Prlcj.
Eisrj ti& in the Hcuss h:s E:cn
tw ,i.t:9vit!v its tug boat "Willie" foundered io Karl. wholesale wlue and liquor dealers, asbor for the
and
Wiillam
be
this
give
Lee,
Lt. bay,
prices.
morning.
inU Jhtnn ixrvus proslratii,. ftpd
signed, this morning.
Assets, f50,deck haad, wag drowned.
I
000; liabilities about half,
.easy net return t!is assslvp.
South Side of Plaza.
J.BIEHL.
jack-knif-
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d
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Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural
plements. Alfalfa, Grass. Cane
and Garden Seeds. Eastern Seed

Jewelers arjd Silversmiths

Wheat

Ranch and

Mining Supplies.

Fence Wire, Nails. Picks and
els, Blasting and Giant Powder,
Cement, Sheep Dips, Sulphur,
Sacks, Dried Fruits.
fornia and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Vegetables.
Goods. Navajo Blankets.
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The American Cigar Company
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WINTERS DRUG CO.,

Dealers in Drags, Medicines and Chemicals.
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We Offer for This Week

Ladies' Dress Skirts
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BLACKWELL
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Ladies Shirt Waists

$l.QO

C2.90
G3.90
f;;4.40

s Fancy Bosom Shirts
With bxtra Cuffs
Worth $1.25 for $1.00
Emanuel Kosenwald
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THE DATIjY OPTIC. THE QUAY
The People's paper.

HORSES ON SNOWSHOE3.

spare me the very disagreeable duty
you home."

of accompanying
Mrs. Darby turns white. "Senor,"
addressing the newcomer, "this man
has Insulted me. Will you take me to
my hotel?"
The senor eyed the young American

Rubber-Coa-

F course, I am going to the hop tonight," says Mrs.
Darby, gayly. "So
little happens at curiously.

t

Ktool

l'lutsa

Tbt

White eatln and lace are tho beet ma-I
terials for trimming. Ribbon velvet
also much used, and has a quaint,
air that makes It thoroughly
up to date. A charming gown Is of
hair-lin- e
pearl gray silk with a fine
Is narrow,
skirt
The
in
blak.
stripe
with what little fullness It has drawn
to the back. Yet the trimming easily
overcomes any scant appearance about
the bottom. It introduces six nom xo
of white satin, the upper one headed
with two bands of black velvet no- hnn. The bodice is blouaed with nar
row basque skirts of white satin. In
front it opens in large white satin
to reveal a Bhort vest of the same
material, and below crosses to the left
side, fastening with three large pearl
Wash Bilks will also be
buttons.
much used this summer. They mako
irlenl shirtwaists, if unllned. and keep
the color much better than those of
To he oi
when laundered.
xnttnn
greatest value, however, they should
be cut in the plain shape.

FOR WOMEN AND HOME

Enable

ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR MAIDS

Tboin to Work in th Know.

AVA1LACLC

COPY

bag for soiled linen, only Increasing
the .nicnalo'us cud uulng linen or de
t brocades and suns.
nim lu pla'--

rotpourrl of Fruit.
AND MATRONS.
All the horses working at the placer
I
Now is the time to begin your pot
NEW MEXICO lias tin Finest CLIMATE ii the WUltLD
mine under the shadow of Pilot peak,
pourri Jar of preserved fruits. Get k
Plumas county, Cal., wear enowBhoes, Bilk Cotlomn for Summer Wear
large Btoao Jur, the slase you think will
I'ree-ealIn
the
of a Cheap Clown
says tho Sun FranclHco Call. The
Take as many
hold all you want.
500
francs
had
He
October
lent
In
the
It Is more Important to be consistent
Spaniard
Vevey
Condition of tuo Market-r-Souititude of the place is about 5,500 feet,
as
f with the truth thau to be consistent
of
strawberries
you wish, shjr
boxes
gensuch
1 1after
one really must the night before, and
and enormous quantities of snow fall
Household II lull.
two or three, and cover them with alwith your past self.
suave foreigner could not
the
In
erosity
take
everything.
p
there In the winter, not unfrequently
cohol and. adding their weight in
Her companion, n believe him capable of Insulting a lady. reaching the depth of twenty feet.
.
Cllln'i
Lord
simply placing the Btone lid on
since
sugar,
Daughter.
He
It costs more than $000,000 n year to
turns
few
Mrs.
to
Darby.
Bome
man
"To overcome the disadvantages of
to
the
to
CHIEFTAN
the
Peace
leaving them to preserve n
a
In
the
Jar,
had
commission,
right
I
than
have
keep
when, madame,
battleship.
years younger
snow and enable us to carry on
bound,
the
hlKhlundfl
unsealed
Jar. The next fruit thit
the
war.
own
countryno
her
hath
less than
expenses
the nretty widow. protect you from your
Crleu: "Boatman,
our projects 'there," said Mr. Bowman,
cornea Into the market place In the
men?"
not
an
do
English
tarry!
y
to
bows
one of tho owners of the mine, "we put
Jar with enough more alcohol to
The preacher whose 'only usefulness
And I'll give thee a
Then, holding out a small packet to snownhoes on the horses. By doing
girl rho walks briBkly by them, armed
liver pound
cover them, with sugar to taste, am! id
Dick Templeton.
"Here is the money,
lies In his ability to euro Insomnia In with ft tennis racquet.
To tow u o'er the
we are able to get in our supplies
this
at
me
misunderstood
on, placing every fruit iri the Jar when
his
lent
bis hoarera, has
"I may hope for a few dances, then?" monsieur, you bo kindly
ferry."
and
'
cinned
of
'
'
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of the buildings which now cover the

OP TAI1IS.

This Is- - one; of the facts
which indicate the determination of
France to excoll the world. Never be
fore has an Immense section of a city's
heart been torn to pieces In an effort
to provide room for an attraction of
sufllclent magnitude to" make this; baay
world pause and wonder. While all
the details of the architecture have not
yet beon worked out, It Is certain that
the Palace of the Trocadero, which
was utilized both for the expositions of
187$ and 1889, will be used, as well as
several of the great exposition halls of
1889 in the Champs de Mars, although
there will be chances In all of them.
On the site of the Palace of
Industry,
in wnicn the exposition of 1855 was
held, will rise a splendid structure to
be used as the fine arts hall of the
universale. Just west of this
location, and on the same side of the
Champs ElyseeB, the ground has been
broken for the hall of liberal arts,
which Is to be a permanent edifice. A
broad avenue will extend between these
two buildings, from the Champs Ely-seto the Seine. At its meeting place
with the river the stream will be
spanned by a stately bridge, which will
be known as the Alexander bridge, for
the present emperor laid the corner
stone of the foundations thereof, on his
recent visit to Paris. It Is promised
that this .bridge will not only be remarkably for its strength, but equally
notable for its architectural beauty.
This bridge, too, will connect ttho
Champa Elysees and the Esplanade des
Invalldes.
Thus it can be fairly said,
and for the first time, that the work
of constructing the exposition has beon
begun. The plans are revised as stated. The key note of It all, however,
Is the determination of France to excel everything In the-- way of expositions that the other nations of the
earth have accomplished.
It is her
purpose to spare neither tlmo nor monHe.

and a very active one, too. I have
hnurd that the preBont bend was once
an ambassador to a European coun-
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Cnrloaa Snapenalon Brtfle.
remarkable engineering work, of quite a
i
novel ciiaracter.
being commencet at
Kouen. In France.
It la called a "pout trail- Intended to serve all the
bordeur," and
of a bildge without
Interfering
with the free paaiage of ahlpplng, even
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Faar no Toriger an Experiment.
Uesulte already nchlcved In
and factory ou a commercial scale during the p:it
W.t rears, to suy nothing cf many thouanud
of farm and laboratory teats, demonstrate
In y umi quet!oi
two tiling: (1) That the
grown In profitable quantimigar beet can be
over
n sutlicieut area in the
and
ty
quality
I nlted State to fiimleh the world's
aufiply
r
Indus'of augur, and (2) that the
can also lie largely developed.
So true
try
Is till that It la now recognized, by all well- Informed aliopt this new Industry,-4hallaii..
fornla. Iowa. Nebraska, anil any one tit tlie'"
several other nUtes eculd alone supply tUe
l:nl(-Htate with all, the sugar she consumes.' , Once firmly establlHhed. American'
will mo Improve upon present condition that In due time the I Hired States will
.be an exporter of iigar. For experience has
shown that, once establb?iefl. tlie beet can
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Two '
though the niaal be l?ai feet high.
on each
high towera are to be erected,
bunk of the Ktne, ab.itit t'hree-tniariof
A
mile below the loweat bridge exlattng at
Rouen. Itetween theae two towera a nurrow
chain bridge will he imspeudtil.
Tlie'f
height from the quay i to be not le than
Wt feet. Line of railway are to be laid
apon tlie clutlu bridge, upon which a light
or platform on wheel will be run.
This la to be dragged fnim one tower to tlie-other by ateel ropes pawing over wheels and
worked by Mteain or electricity.
From thl
wheeled platform will be aunpinded by ateel.'
the
at the . level of
the quay (1 e., ltju feet below thd-- level , of
the ch'iifn' brldgel. and this tiannborirenr,' or
will carry paHMenger
eiiepended
and vehicles fnun mie lmjik to the other. It
la expected that the electric tramways on the !
quay .will make a connection- at this point, '
and thus tbey will lie able to inn on to the.
traiirtbordeur. ami eros the. river without',
to change their
the passengers requiring
-
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Attrlliutnd
lyterlou lioimirutitlune
to the Aotlon of Ave.

The
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compete with cane.

innre-tha-

views. -

Itevlew of- lie? ;
.

A Veil of Mist.
morning or evening froro dome
often carries in its fold the eeeda
Where malarial fever prevail
of miliaria.
one
la safe, unless protected 'by some
'jio
Hostetter's
efficient medicinal laufegiiard.
Htomacu Hitters la both a protection and a
No person who inhabits, or
remedy.In a miasmatic region or country,
should omit to Jirocure this fortifying ngent, ;
which Is also, the tluest known reineily for
dyspepsia, constipation, kidney trouble and.
, ,
rheumatism. . , , . ,.

at,
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The Ideal Brother and the Real Thing-the refusal
The
"ou will be a slater to me! A ten.doljnr
sleigh ride this afternoon, a box at thi opera,
supper at Del's and a cab hunif.
A sister to nie'f Great Scott! what sort of a
fool human being da you take a brother, to;
be!" Harlem Life.
"
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and forever, be
quit tobacco easily
full of life, nerve and vigor, take
that mokes
the
weak men strong. All druggists, 50c. or $1.
mid
Booklet
Cure guaranteed.
sample free.
Address sterling Remedy, Co., Chicago or,
.
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Aa Thing Go.
:"Here's another case of extremes meet., t.
, , ...
ing."
'"'
.
"
."What?"
' "Not long ago yon couldn't hire a messen-- .
they've put him
ger boy to Lurry; now, since
on a bike,- you've got- to fine mm to keep
North
him from gcorchlug."
I'hlludelphla
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DoaU Tobacco Spit aid Smote Your Lift Iwaj.
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"Yes'm.". "Cnroplete this
"Johnny?"
'ndage for fne: 'I'eople'who live in glass
liouaet should' " "Should pull .down the
blinds."
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To Lyons, Kstes Park
And the fntnonS' llshlng resorts Id St. Vraln
canon.
Sunday, June flth, the Burlington
will put on a morning triiln between Denver
aud Lyons. This train will, leave Denver
every week day at 9:80 a. m., arrive Lyons
a Lyons with spleu.
11:40 a. tu., connecting
'
did ' four-hors- e
Ktnges for Estes Park,
Welch's Ranch and Arbuckle's Fishing Resort. The Sunday train will leave Denver ac
8:80 a. m., and returning will reach Denver
7:05 p.,,m.. giving a day to visit Meadow
Park arid the Canon of St. Vraln.- - Sunday
for one dollar or round trip.,
fl ;,

A severe shock Is sustained by the moral
sentiment of the people at Washington upon
the discovery that the old pensioner who:
returned $82.50 to the treasury, which he
believed to be an 'overpayment, has been
adjudged insane, and sent to a lunatic asy-

lum.
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To Car
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i. il: lu t. iOi.U'.t
Constipation Forevei.

Take Caseareta Candv Cathsrtlii Ion nrfKiv
If C. C..O. fBil.to cure, druggiata refund money.

"Your husband seems to have great firm-neof character." "Yea; when he take
off his flannels too isoon, all the nenralgbi
and rheumatism In the country couldn't
make him put them oit again."

Can

t Sleep

Because the nerves are
weak and easily excited
and the body is in a
feverish and unhealthy condition. Nerves
are fed sod nourished by pure, rich blood.
Hood's Sf.rsaparllla gives sweet, refreshing sleep because it purifies and enriches
the blood and builds up the system.
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fact the One True Blood Purifier.
reTiaTiseaTlndiKiiitlon,
buiousnass.. ascents.
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THE DAILY OPTIC.
It. A. KlSTLIiR, Editor aad Proprietor.
Knt.Hrnil at tlie Kaat Las Vefras, N. M.,
l

lor transmission
mattur.

flOBfcoIIloe

mulls as

second-clas-

turoufe-l-

the

s

ornout, riritB or tub oitt.
Special Notice.

DAiir Omo Delivered by moll,
llu.OOper annum; $6.00 for ell
months; fi.m for tnrea mouth, By oar
M cents ier week
JS columns, deI ah Vkoas Wbbklt Optio
,
M.00 per anmull.
livered ojr
num, 11. uo for nix months, 75 fur6 three
mouths. NUiKle copies Id wrappers, cents.
Hauiule copies of botb. dally and weekly,
mailed free when duslred. Give poitomce
address In full, Including state.
nhws, soliciOobhkhponpunoh Containing
ted from all parts of the country.
addressed to the editor of
Th orTio, to Insure attention, should be
the writer's full name
accompanied by tor
and addrees, not
publication, but a a
guaranty ofS-good faith.
dKMiTTANUK- May be made by drart, money
order, postal note, express or registered
letter at our risk. Address all letters and
Thb Optio,
telegrams toUast
Lu Ttgai. New Mexico.
Lai V8.

l

post-tial-

rlr,

post-paid-

Mua Julia WXuo IIvWB onlwurtHed
her seventy-eightbirthday ia Boston,
May 27tb, by attending Id the evoning
the Unitarian festival In that olty. She

Doctor!

will speak before

the Stiver club of Fresno,

In

Cl., early

A. C. SCHMID'l

money.

SCOTT A BOWNE, New York.

Tie Pioneer.
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The Galisteo mining company above
Cerrillos, is getting things in hpe
again. The late high water damaged
the workings somewhat, though tbe
maohinery was not injured in the least.
Do von feel languid, doll, with little en
ergy and poor appetite? Pbickly Ash

Lucas County.

$25!

Years'

J

Machine.

Eacah

With

Given

Warrnty

r

'rrz:

10:00a
10:06a
8:67t 6:8Hp lO.IHa
10:25a
7:0Sp
7:iop e:oup 10:8oa
8:40p

a. m.
4:ft a. ra.
a. m.

2:40
7:80

I

l'2p
,8:p

Las Vegas 4:1p 8:25p 7:Wp
1:46 p
Bridie St. trap
DpperL.V. :18p flip 7:7p
Placlta
1MB
:0fip 6:lp

HetSpr'gs

4:00p 5:Mp !7:20p

one-thi-

Description.
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The Head of the "Optic" swings on patent socket hinges, firmly held
down by a thumb screw. Strong, substantial, neat and handsome In design,
and bean .fall ornamented in gold. Bed plat has rounded corners and ts un-- d
or cmn'ersunk. making it flush with top of table. Highest Arm Space
rthe arm ts 6 Inches Men and 9 Inches
long This will anmit the largest skirts
-- Absolutely no holes to put thr-aand ven qui ts. It la
through
e.
Shuttle Is cylinder, open on end, entirely self thread-Inn,
except jve or
easy to put In or take out; bobbin holds a large amount ol t read. Stitcha
Regulator is on the be1 of the machine, benea'h the Dubbin winder, and has
scale snowing the number of stitches to the i ch, end can be changed from
8 to 8a s Itches to tbe Inch. Peed Is dou le.and extends on both sides of needle;
never fills to take go ds throuxh; neier stops at seams: movement Is pos'tive;
n springs to break and get out o' or er; can he raised and lower dat will.
Automatic Bobbin winder For filling the bobbin automatically and perfect y
smontti without holding th thread. Machine does not run while winding hob-biMachine is eayt run; does not fatigue the operator,
Light
nols- - and sews rapidly.
make' littleRuining
Stitch Is a double io k stitch, tbe same
on both i. es, will not revel, and
ca- be changed wlthoutstopplng the machine.
Tension Is a Oat spring te slon.and will admit thread from 8 to 160 spool cotton
without changing. Never gets ont of order. The Needle Is a straight,
needle, flat on one Bide, and cannot be put In wrong. Needle Bar IS
round, made of case haruened steel, with oil cup at thi bottom to prevent oil
fio getting on the goods, Adjustable Bearings All bearings are
steel and aslly adjusted with a screw driver All lo t motion can be taknn up,
and tbe mac
nine wl'l last a
Attachments Ea' h ma hlne furnished
with necessary tools a d accessories, and in addition we fu nlsh an extra set of
metal
attachments In r, a velvet-linefree of charge, as follows : One
box,
ruffler and gatb-reone blnde- -, one shir lnr plate, one set of four hummers,
different widths up to
of an Inch, one tucker, one under braider, one short
or attachment fo
and one thread cutter. Woodwork ot finest quality oak
or walnut, gthlc t,
cover
wers, nickel plated rings to drawers, dress
to
and
device for replacing belt.
wheel,
guards
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Ageat, Las Vegas, N. M.

Johnnie Booth,

Railroad Bales.

r,
the
Is
General A'samMy Cumberland Presby
now anving bis own hack and
church at Chicago, 111., May 20' h
dolioits tbe patronage
ot bts terian
a
one
on
ion, 'Hi. rare ana
friends and tbe public.
jcertificate
plan for rooud trip.
Leave Calls at Stoneroad's Stable,
Annnal meeting Supreme lodge A. O. U
W., Milwaukee, Wis .June 6 to 11 '97. Fare
and one third oa certificate plan for
Telephone 63.
round trip.
REMEMBER JOHNNIE. Annual meeting American medical as
sociation, Philadelphia, Fa., Junel to 4
V7.
on certificate
Fare and
plan for round trip.
General Assembly of the United Presbv
terlan church of North America at Kock
Fare
Island, 111., May 25 to June 5,
on certificate plan tor round
and
:OSTHACT0B and
n

hack-drive-

one-tblr-

-

self-st-ttl-

ed

life-tim-

one-thir- d

on

JOHN HILL,

lten-sn-

t

B:40 p. ra,
n:t v. m.
7:86 a.m.

Arrive Dally.
Leave Dal I v.
eanta re branch trains connect with No.
vs
i, i, is, si ana way freight.
Annual meeting Supreme lodge A. O. V.
W., Milwaukee, Vis.. Jane 5th to 1V. 'S7.
Fare and
on certificate plan lor
ruuiia irip.
Annual meeting American medical asso-elation. I'hUadelobla. Pa.. Jnns 1ttn 4th.
97. Fare and
on certificate plan
tur iviuiu "ill
Kouid trip tickets to points not over 136
wiies i ju per cent reauction.
Johhs.

A HACK?

'Why Have Von

"life"

1

HOT SFBIHOS BBAMCB.
WB8TWABD
SA8TWXBD
706
706
704
701
701
708
CaBD HO.

i

Been stricken with disease while your ntlgfc
bur escaped, or vice-versBoth were allki
exposed, but in one case the the disease germ.
found lodgement lu the Impure blood and weak
ened system, while in tbe other, the blood wa.- kept pure by Hood's Sarsaparilla, aad th'
body was in a condition of good health.
lEood'a puis are purely vegetable and dc
not purge, pain or grloe. Sold by all druggist- -

"

No. 22 Pass, arrive 1:S0 a.m. Dep
'
No. i
iiooa.m. '
No M way freight
"

.

HAVE

Pass, arrive S as p. m. Dep.

1

ASTBODKD.

Fua.nk i. Cheney makes oath that he is
tne senior partner ol tbe firm of F. J
Cheney & Co., doing buelness in the City
of i oledo, County and State aforesaid,
and that said firm will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that cannot be enred
by tne use or Mali.' Catabbh Com.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
ueed. Take a
Bitters Is the remedy you
Sworn to before me and subscribed io
rioaa befara retiring and vou will feel vig
presence, this ecu day of December,
orous aad cheerful next day. It cleanses my
ex v. toco.
the system of bilious impurities and pro
motes functional
activity throughout,
A. W. GLEASON,
seal JFetten Drug Co.
Bold by Murphey-Va- n
NotarT Pnhlin.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
thai
It is reported in Wbite
aou acu loiernaiiy on tne mooa and ma
one of tbe mail carriers from San An. eous surfaces
of tbe system. Bend for
onio to the Hals ranch on tbe Whit. testimonials, irea.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Toledo. O
Oiks line. Fernando Calles, wbili
76o.
drunk, used a knife on Mr. E. M. Kited. Cirsoid by Druggists,
Mercantile
Hilton
for
a
bo is clerk

onmpany.

1

No. 81
" 8:80 D. m.
No. W way freight

Statk of Ohio.City of Toledo,!

Messrs. Keese ana nesgan, repr
Itshlair, scaly, bleeding rait,, shapeless nails.
and painful finger ends, pimples, blackheads,
senting the Santa Fe copper company
ouy, motny saia, dry, tbln, and fulilD? hair,
who visited San Pedro, last week, re
scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
turned to Cerrillos, Monday of tbu
with Cdticuba Soap, and gentle anointings
with
Cdticuba (ointment), the great ekin eure.
left
week, and
that night, for an ez
TRYING TO MEND SAPPHO.
animation ol Arizona Mining proper
trip.
The following story of Alpbonse ties owned by tne Lewis non Bros.
Annual Congress of tbe International Di
Manufacturer ef
vine Hcleace Association, at St. Loots, Ho
Daudet, the French hterateur, is told
ar.J
Sash
a
Doors,
Hay 11th to 16tb, 'H7. Fare and
Everybody Bays So.
by the San Francisco Argonant : When
on certificate plan for round trip.
wonCascarets
most
the
Mouldings,
Candy Cathartic,
he brought out Sappho" an Ameri uenui meaicai
Annual meeting of the American Asso.
the rid. FoTTiaDicoutnCamf.
! told UiTonrtout
discovery 01 tne age, pleasScroll Sawing,
ciatlon Nurservmen, at Bt. Loaia, Mo.
eoi rrops., ISMton.
can publishing house that issues religi ant and refreshing to the taste, act gently
voir.,
WEitu
Hurt.
mr "Haw to
Hindi," fraa.
June 9'h and 10th, '97. Fare and
and positively on kidneys, liver and bowels,
ous books, not knowing its character
and Matching on certificate plan for the round trip.
cleansing the entire svstem. dlsnel colds.
Inrtfirjfly wlltTfd bf
Surfacing
cure
itchinq
habitual
headache, fever,
constipation
Quadrennial General Conference of th
offered M Daudet a large sum for ad and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box
United Brethren In Christ, at Toledo,
vance sheets of the work. He accepted ofO. C.C.
10, 25, BO cent. Hold and
Lordsburg. Dem ne, Silver Citv and
Iowa. May 10th to 25th, '97. Fare and on
to cure ky all druggists.
Tom Farker's rarch in the Burro
third on certificate plan for tbe rooud trip,
the offer and the advance sheets were guaranteed
Office Corner pf Blanehard street and
u. r . JONES, Agent.
mountains will celebrate the glorious and
eont. When the publishers received
Sheriff Klnsell and Attorney A. B courtn this y r
'
Santa Pe Route California Limited.
Grand avenue,
Leaves Chicago 8:00 p. m. Wednesdays
them they decided that tbey could not Renehan returned to Santa Ee from a
. NEW MXXI
EAST tAB VEGA
and Saturdays. Kansas City 9:00 a. m. and
Fbickly Ash Bitters ures the kidneys
issue the book and they cabled to the trip to Dolores, where the former regulates
Denver 6:80 p m., Thursdays and Sun
the liver, tone-- i np the .. stomach
"i."uioiil uu lUSBtura PI
o.,J uy
l "rpiy- - J. K. MARTIN.
days, reaching Los Angeles in 72 hours
"U"H"- - Dulu
author:
'Sappho' will not do."
M. D. HOWABI and
i""
Charle. Pultl on a nl.lm wor Mwv
T.. mvavu, i van
J.
Ban Diego in 76 hours from Chicago,
uo.
ro0D
lirug
I
He
Daudet.
This dispatch puzzled
mnrnhflnt: at that- ntfvr
.
I
. . .
connecting train lor Dan irrancisco via.
wuuuiu uas a miners' protective asso- - I
&
Hojave. Returns Mondays and Thursdays.
consulted with numbers of friends, and
Equipment of snperb vestibuled Pullman
Don't Peel Right.
loiatlon in eood running: order, tbe ob-- f
this was the conclusion at which tbey
palace
sleepers, buffet smoking oar and
Whenever the liver bsoomes disordered ject of which is to bring about arbitra
dining ear. Most luxurious service via any
Contractors & Bslers.
eventually arrived:
'Sappho," in there is
m oisiuroances in tne tion in cases of conflictions or dismitfis
line.
of
general health.
.toot 1.1111The victim
.
. torpid
French, is spelled with one 'p"
Flam and specifications furnisher
Another express train, carrying palace
t
uiiuuus. arowsv. sirea. ana. atreeting mining claims in tbe district.
ana
tourist sleepers, leaves Chicago and
tree to patrons.' Shop next door tc
pondent. irritable, and if the trouble !
"Sapbo," after the Greek fashion. Io lowed
Kansas City daily for California.
to remain.it will extend its influence
Mr. Iaaao Horner, proprietor of tbe Bur Houehton's Hardware Store.
'
English it is spelled with two. An until it lays him on his back for a sick ton Hause, Burton, W. Va., and one of the
Inquire of Local Agent, or
A. T. & 8. F. R'y
most widely known men in the state was
01 greater or less duration,
unusually acute friend pointed this out span
W. J. Black, G. P. A., "
Whenever you get into this condition. cured of rheumatism after three years of
to Daudet, which much relieved the ou are in urgent need of Fbicsxt Ash suffering. Ha says: "I have notsuflicient
Topeka, Kb.
Utters to cleanse the bowels, recniata eommand or language to convey any idea Montezuma
Meeting Benevolent and Protective Or
novelist, and he cabled back to the aim
ine liver ana promote di- of what I suffered, my physician told me
4.A1ill,a ..UInR..nAlla Uln. T..t.l.
1897. Open rate of one regular standard
gestion. Out a bottle at once, a few doses nothing could be done for me; and my
publishers: "Spell it wiih two 'p's
set
s
were
If
win
on
yon
convinced
nri
trienas
and
kent
hand
tbat
fare tor the round trip, plan SO
right,
ruiiy
nothing
It is needless to state that the publish- taken occasionally
the hot months but death would relieve me of mv suffering.
oents. Tickets on sale duly zni and 3rd.
during
JBas
Center
St.
Las
will
Mr.
net only cure, but nrevent disease. Tt In Jane, 1894,
Vegas.
ers were more astonished at Daudet's
1897: final return limit to baJulvlOtb.
Evans, then salesman
is a very vainaoie system regulator.
Bold for the Wheeling Drug Co., recommended
1897; subject to extension ot limit to not
reply than he had been at their cable oy Murpney-va- n
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. At this time CHARLES
fatten Drug Co.
;vpiGHT, Prop. later than July 31st,1897.
C. F. Jones, Agent.
my foot and limb were swollen to more
dispatch.
seemsize
double
normal
and
than
it
At the "Ortiz" mine near Dolores. ed to me my their would
Young People's Society Christian En
Best
Cent
Twenty-fiv- e
but
goon
leg
burst,
deavor, at San Francisco, Calif., July 7th
Twentt tnousand school teaobers three Shifts a day are at work develop-- 1 after I began using the Pain Balm, the
Meals in Town...,,..
to 12th, 1897; $41 for the round trip. Tickets
will assemble at Milwaukee this year, iug mo property, xne ciaim ia made swelling began to decrease, the pain to
on sale June 2'Jna, Xird and 29th and 80th,
and now 1 consider tbat I am en
leave,
that
and
within
the
week.
have,
they
past
disJuly 1st, 2nd and 3rd, 1897. Going
in tbe early part of July, and will
tirely enred. For sale by K. D. Goodall. Table supplied with everything the mar- struck the ' richest bodv of ore which Depot
trip to begin only on date of sale and to be
Bet atroras.
Drug store.
solicited.
cuss many subjects connected with has ever been
ratronuge
continuous passage. Tickets shall not be
encountered in that
good to leave Ban Francisco earlier than
education. One of the topics to be mine.
Col. Eobert Millkm has again set.
July 12th, and final return limit shall in
down
in
tied
and
the
in
future
no case exceed August 15th, 1897.
The
taken up is speliing.reform.
For three years we hara
, hat will make thatDeming
MALBOEUF.
town his home.
v. v. j ones, Agent.
.
..DI.IVU)
changes proposed by the committee of without Chamberlain's Colio, Cholera and
Inn ...n-o-OUUI
UI.UUIN
Dl.,.Ul.U
,'VID,,'
uemeay in tbe bouse," says A.
the National Educational association, as uiarruoea
Edneate Yonr Bowels With Cascarets.
esters of America at Denver, Colo.. Aue
u. ratter, with i. C. Atkina
k f!o. Tn.
cure
Gandv Cathartic,
ennatinntinn
tn to 28tn, 'vi: tare ana
ust
. a
'
. rr.vn,.aM
r-- .
f .. nue.
tbe school teachers call their orgaoiza. uianapous, ina., ana my wife would
u. or' ii. u. u.- u.
on certificate plan, from all points on our
ittu, aruKKists retuna money.
soon tnink or being without flour as a bottle
few
but
a
line.
words,
tion, comprise only
ot this Remedy In the summer season. We
Bncklen's Arnica Salve.
have used it with all three nf our hiMn
Annual convention. National Keelev I
they are words of constant oomrrenoe. and
THE BEST Salve In the world for Cots.
it has never failed to eure nt simply
League at Minneapolis, Minn , August I
These words, as it is proposed to spell stop pain, but eure absolutely. It is all Brnises, Sores, Ulcers, Bait Rheum. Fever
on
24tn to zotb, 97; tare and
Tetter, Cbapped Hands, Chilblais,
anyone who tries it will find it so." Bores,
oeruticate plan, ior reuna trip. ,
tbem, are : Program, tbo, altho,thoro, right,
and all Skin Eruptions, and poi r- or saie ny n..
Saddles
Harness,
Etc.,
u.uoodall, Depot drug store. Corns,
C.
F. Jonhs, Agent
tively cures piles, or no pay required. It is
thru, thruout, catalog, prolog, decalog,
to give perfect satisfaction or
T
.
r i .
u. u. iviouu8,
oi jNew lorsr. was guarranteed
The best place in the
money refunded, frice 25 cents per box.
demagog, and pedagog. Some importPetten Drnn
nspecting tbe Salado coal fields thi- - For sale by Murphey-Vaant publications have adopted several ast
cf the week returning Monday, bv UO., ana Browoe as Mananares.
City to buy your
of these'new forms of spelling already. win
line's coach to White Oaks. Mr.
A
fine line of home
This Is Yonr Opportnnity.
Of course the words look odd in their Richetts was very communicative and
made Wrappers ;
ST. LOUIS.
tea cents, caeh or stamps.
new guise. But it should be remem- from big movements it seemed appar. S) On seceipt of
will be mailed of the
Dressing Sacks
generous
sample
ent
tbat
the road from El Paso is cer- most popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure
bered that to English eyes the Amerioan
BATES: $2. PER DAY
Aprons, etc.
tain to be built.
(Ely's Cream Balm) sufficient to demon
practice of omitting the u from color,
E om a dBreakf St $1.
strate the great merits of the remedy.
honor and the like is strange, and tbe
Warm tbe joints, ease the main and
ELI BROTHERS,
i),l.
1 uouiiiauc
in tne bodv bvJ
European Plan $1.00 Per Day.
66 Warren St., New York City.
essayist A K. H. B. observes in one of nnini.v, T..TTu. influence
i aarxviricfewlOrHBKOMA-tisis one of the
his chatty papers that he never reads
It uaiuiii
Rev. JohnReid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont.,
old, time
rery
Good Rooms, Good Meals, Good Service.
whieb modern medical soience reoommended Ely's Cream Balm to me. I
an Amerioan book, being unable to remedies
bas been unable to improve on. Cure
a posi- - I I
ean
his
is
"Jt
statement,
When Von VM. Bt T
emphasize
r
n
n
quickly and permanently. Price. . $1.00 perl flve
endure tbe American spelling. There Vial
r
1 1 UUdV 5
pure for catarrh if used as directed."
U.. k a ir
i
wu.u u, luurttij-taVtae
jrenea
can be little doubt that familiaiity CO
Rev. Francis w. Poole, Pantor Central Pres.
1Hi Li,
ilUHik5
Church, Helena, Mont.
would soon obliterate the disagreeable-.nes- s
There was no epidemic of weddings
- Broadway and Walnut,
Ely's Cream Balm is the acknowledged
now connected with the look of in Deming, last week.
The Headlight cure for catarrh and contains no mcrovirv
0 rrmloW fivo.
Street Cars Direct to Hotel.
the above curtailed words..
nor any injurious drug. Price. 50 cents.
anti-salo-

111

Shipped to any one, anywhere, on io
days' free trial In your own home,
without asking one cent in advance.

I

The TWGler.

lelberg.

I

er

Family.

Rev. G A Netff, pastor of the Ger
man Lutheran church in Santa Fe, hs
just been awarded a diploma from Wit
tenberg college at Springfield, O., fn
his thesis on "Oriental Thought i
Present Day Philosophy, " based upo
Sanscrit studies of Iodian pbilonopH
cal systems, some of which are S,00('
to 4,000 years old, the stndy of wblc
JNeefl
Dr.
commenced some si
years. since at the University of He

JfZll"

Pattern Hats

forth

and

OPTIC

-

A Remedy

MALARIA

Sewinpr Machine. J

Cash and WEEKLY OPTIC
one year, or DA'LY OPTIC
for one year, with Machine

Modish Millinery.

'

them,"

for

The Improved
New H.gh arm

19-t-

Richard lb Ualliiennb took to an.
tborsbip because he disliked aooonuts
It is easy enough to write books," be
observed ; "the difficulty is to balano

Certain Relief

A

Of all the nerve-tonic- s
Hnrdwnro,
Hoevy
bromos, celeries or nervines
your doctor will tell you
that the Hypophosphites are
best understood. So thorposition.
oughly related is the nerv
'
1W Hold Fields.
ous system to disease that
Recent sensutional gold discoveries in
An elegant line Is now shown by
Hie ii,uu ruver uiKtriot, northern new Jliez.
some physicians prescribe
loo, iDdicute that this locality will shortly
MRS. h- HOLUJNWAGER.
he as wiarlv oelebiatcd as Crlrjule Creek.
Hypophosphites alone in the
uVlre idy theruabof mlnemaod pro peotors
ties t.cjruB and by tbe time the snow bas
early stages of Consump
fully melted, thousands will be on tbe
ground.
tion. Scotf's Emulsion is
Take tbe Santa Fe route to Springer, N,
to suit the most fastidious. Ladles are
Cod-Hv;u., irom wincli point there la a stage, del
Oil, emulsified,
respectfully Invited to call. Place of
ly, to KlUttbethtown, Hematite and Bed
Duunesj directly in tne center oi tni
KlverUlty. For further particulars, ap
with the Hypophosphites,
lty, a short distance east of tbe bridge.
to
O.
P.
ply
Jonss, Agent
English and Bp
blended.
The
re
happily
Hundreds of thousands have been In
sult of its use is greater R duced
to try Chamberlain's Cough remedy.
ov reaains what It bat done for others,
Santa e Route
and having tented its merits for themselves
strength and activity of the
are
its
warmest
friends.
For
sale
and
cord
brain, the spinal
by K. U. Uoodali, Depot drug store.
the nerves.
CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Educate Tour Bowels With Caacareta.
Lit u utii you a book all abotit It. Sant fre.
Candy Oathartic, cure constipation forever,
lOo. '6o. It C. C. C. tall, druKKlstB refund
WISTBOUDO.

Great preparations are belnn
made tor hla reception, and fully SO,
000 people are expeoted to assemble to
hear him.
July.

Some party or parties unknown,
with malice aforethought, and wlifc
arson coaoealed in the bosom and lorm
oombustible stuff in their hand, set firt
SATURDAY EVENING, JUKE 12,' 18OT.
to a pile of rubbish behind the 1 ail at
Las Crnoes. on last Saturday night. If
TO SPREAD TEMPERANCE.
Hieh Sheriff Garret gets bold of the
A large delegation of members of culprit he will elevate him io tb
the Independent Order of Good Tern. worldwith a No. 14 boot.

plars, including several representatives
from the United States and Canada,
left London, to day, for Zurich, Swit
zerland, where during the coming
week the international supreme lodge
of the organization will hold its annual
session.
The Independent Order of Good
Templars is one of the most Influential
reformatory organizations in existence
and thouzh its history extends over
but forty years, it has firmly established
itself uuder the auspices of every nation
of the civilized world. It was born
and cradled in Central New York in
1851. and soon spread through the
States and territories, the Canadian
provicoes ; across the Atlantic into c
gland, Ireland, Scotland and Wales;
thence across the North Sea into
Norway. Sweden, Denmark, Switzer
land and Germany, out to the island'
of the sea and around the world. To
day it has about 400,000 adult and ful
The
lv 200.000 luvenlle members.
siDgle aim of the organization is the
inculcation of temperance principles
and the passages of temperance legislation, including the absolute prohibition of the manufacture, importation
and sale of intoxicating liqa rs
The Woman's Christian Temperance
Union is the offspring of this organization ; a number of sisters of the order
having, in 1873, inaugurated a great
crusade from which
Ohio
sprang the W. C. T U.

X T

4

A

Is just three dnyi younger than Queen
Victoria.

William J. Betas

News rrn lie r'lt.mJcil.
rile Kt. K6i U iujiifcto rei'itmtly mads
liirtun win,, lUB ettine (jnuipauies,
Kanufaoturer of
wurretty direct uws, from all seotious ot
the uivillBf d world, are rucsived. It now
prints move autbeiiilu fornltra news than
any other paper, and continues to keep op ifapB-Carriages,
'
'"wa ior iiu tin til us: all tbe noma news,
I be oo dook for the year Is one of big
news, eveiita, fast succeeding eaou other,
And dealer la
atij thi-- will be hiRhiy lritra'ini tc ev-- e
y one. The price of the liKjrublia daily Is
U
or Si B0 fir three months,
;
Twioe O. Week Hmmblie will remaiB
iheayfr,
one
dollar a year, by mall twice- s.nif
,
f
Every kind of wagon material on'hana
speolalt)
The new mill tniing ereoted at Gold Horseahooln1 and repairing
Hill by the Cbioneo company arrived brand and anzanares Avenues,. Bast lit
Vegas.
bis week, and is now being plaoed in
"

BUIl.

add

one-thir- d

We mane the above offer to increase the circulation of the DAILY OPTIC ana WEEKLY OPTIC.
With this object in view, the offer will be
permanent.

ene-thir-

one-thir- d

ni,

--

,

AGENT'S

SAVE

MANUFACTURERS
PROFITS.
.

Onava

..j

Martin

FROM IHE

DIRECTLY
AND

A

Alterative

Water.

Sulphurated, Carbonated, MlnerairWater, Incomparable2as!JaSystem
Cleanser, Blood Purifier and Appetizer.

COOL, REFRESHING and INVIGORATING.

Howard,

Found

at a

Depth of 350 Feet.

Needs Only a Trial to be Appreciated,

CHEmiCAb AfiAItYSlS. ,t
Colorado Springs, Oct. 30, 1890.
Dear Bib I find the sample of Onaya Mineral Water contains
Bodium Chloride
3.009 grains per gallon
.... 8.807 grains
godium Carbonate
per gallon
Sodium Bicarb nate .,
49.856 grains per gallon
Potassium Sulphide
4.933 grains per gallon
Iron Sulphide
503 grains per gallon
Silica
419 grains per gallon
Free Hydrosulphunc Acid not determined.

Restaurant

first-clas-

PROF. H. W. LAMB, Analytical Chemist.

,

CHARLES

-

WRIGHT.
EAST LAS VEGAS,

Leave Orders at Montezuma

-

PronriAtnr.

NEW MEXICO.

Restaurant or address lock box

161.

RATBBM SHOE CO,

WM.

eneral

'

Bridge Street,

one-thir- d.

ilerclaflisp,

Las Vegas, tt.

one-thir-

St. James Hotel,

n

w4asB

Vaaajatft

Groceries

n

cm TilfTJO TTnmnr
Ol.il
tlU

Rolled

Herring

Ready
Wltea you feel

TT

J

WEAK. NERVOUS, IRRITABLE,

i

you need

MacdonaId's
Barley Elixir,

A

fight over the literary standing
of Stevenson is going on in London.
George Moore took occasion to deny
tbat Stevenson's works bave any artistic merit. Mr. Quilier-Couu- h
promptly replied in the Speaker, and Mr.
Moore has returned to the charge ia an
aniole In the Chronicle, in which b
I'kti s buvti;et,i.'i w.iiitg to the j,lti)
Jcg of a band,

It contains all of the nourishing: properties of malted barley, combined with,
.
the best strengthening, blood cleansing and nerve building elementsobtuin-ableImparts a refreshing and Invigorating Influence that Is highly
to the exhausted nervous system.

unit-Ifyln- g

rstics
rreparel by fSiCSXT

Ss.OO

ISCt BOTTLE.

ABB EITIEES CO.,

Saint Louis,

Mo.

For the
n ii
irracucai
Table.

in

i

B7

few doses oi

O.S. ROGERS,

j'

See HARVARD'S.

nos.

brtdge.1

Special attention given to brand
ing irons, and general blacksmith- -

RAFAEL ROMERO.

lAgent
0 Claim
uAS
0o
na

ing and woodwork.
promptly done and

VEGAS, N. M,

'

Soeialty,
...
ta. out
nm a Jd , rihiMM.
i..i,MI at, vuiiflir,
ruonii8on
D.
n eases belors tu
naeoriwteil with M wasmagton,
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ms,
Ssit
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S0a

PaiiAtftt,

vjuvt oi

vinixna,
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OOOBS,

BMBS, ?ABHBB

Olass.
rrilloB Hard and Soft Coai.
sand

BAST LAS VERAR
.

H05K o.

a.Uv red tree In
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SEW MEXIf

,

;

ACUA PURA
pi ,pr- MOUNTAIN ICF

v

Vitii am s

is Las

Hmi

M

Cap?xclt37.

smuss caiw

50,000

'

Tone

ur ice is pure, firm and
clear, wid gives entire satisfsctio.
to our many patrons

Offirw R9n rouj7lr,c
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Bishop Ihomps n at tbe May diocese
cuulc.I in Jackson, Miss., paid thi
tribute to tbe late Bishop A. Cleveland
Coxe: "For learning, for genius, for
pure lofty life, 'ior plain living and
High thinking,' lor loyalty to tbe purest
ideals, I venture to say no man in tbe
history ct our country ever excelled
Biehop Coxe,"
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CHRIS SELLMAN, Proprietor.

Cnoicest brands of imported and domestic wine, liauora snd nVar
always in stock. Polite and attentive mixologists in attendance, day and
night. The patronage of gentlemen solicited.
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tortured, li natural, but must b
suppressed. Otherwise people who are
directly Involved by the crime of auotn.r,
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uiy be, would take tbe Bam
standard of a life for life, or otherwise
ud whole communities would be Involved
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of the Peace,

For Juntfas

Ntrntor Grlego
oi vote,,
January 10th, 181)7.
Desidorio Chaves
40 Tolg
to
adjournment.
pur.uaut
For Constable,
Com- Preut, Chairman U. U. Coors,
m rote,
Felipe Medina
misalouer. Romero, Luoero and Clark.
Abran Apodaca
41 vote.
'
Land Grants, Improved
Minute, ot j i evlou. tension read and
Ranches, Native Cattle,
Griego and Medina declared elected.
approved.
Cattle, Cuttle Ranges, Home, and
PRROIHOTNO.32
Now comes Cecil itosenwald and rep- Sheep, Real Estate. 2tc
For J untitle of tbe Peace,
rexouts (o the board tbat in making out tbe
'
land
Serin of iill Kinjfa
.
2a vote.
schedule of taxes of the El Dorado Town Kugenli) OrtL
Matius
ltlvera
47
era! Lnntl Office Business. Titles Secured UndTr
votes
Co., a mistake iu tlx denorlption of tbe
For Constnhlo,
the
property was mad. i n lot. IS to 37 block S,
United States Land Laws.
19 votes
L pes, Bul.backer, .Rosenwald'. addition Fernando Baca
60 rotes
that It wa. desorlbed at lot. 16 to 17 in- Gabriel Hivera
lllvera aud Baca doclared elected.
stead Of 10 to 27, block 2, and prays that
PKKdiNCT no. 83.
.am. be corrected In the tax roll., tbe
For Justice of the Peace.
.
petition granted.
Clemente Padilla
18 rotes
A. D. Higgin. now deliverrd to tbe board
A. A. WISE. Notary Public,
For Constable.
-B- stabli.hed 1831.the insurance policies on court bouse and
P. C. HOG EST
Tlmofeo
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jo,
votos
Jill which was taken on tbe amount of
HOG-SETButb
declored
elected.
BUI approved for same,
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Mills & Koogler's bill for Insurance on
For J uttiuo of the Peabe.
bouse
court
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Vicente Domlnguez
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Bill of L. K. Allen A Co. for stationary Toma. Gouzale.
20 rots.
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Sixth tnd Doafflas Aras.. Feat T.. v r& Vf HIT
Bill of Octave Ueoffrion for services as Manuel Bsnavldes.
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nd City Proo.rtr for ..i. Tn'.-- ..'
judge of election, precinct Oi in 10,
Antonio Flore.
20 rote. bupI?7'.A,P.a,olVr0
",ou
Title, examine fc.i. vuiiBUlou HBO Taxes
Antonio Vigil, judge of registration 1.1
Gonzales and Floras declared elected.
raid.
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making the
cornerof the human system. Thnsall
evening,
as event most agreeable.
the nerves, musclua, bones and tissues
a smite was ,een, not a
Mrs. John B. Clark, Mr., George Solby,
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-10 now funny
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midst again. She comes back wettler
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The One True Blood Purifier, ft per bottle.
Bill Hye'. cottage, at Bkyland and thought it required to take first honor.
y,
1890, 3.00.
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nre Liver 111.; easy t
Th board now proceeded to connt tb
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Miguel,
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Did You Ever
Cream fs8tlTal at the hom ot Mlee Chap
ou. on "Blltmore." George W. Vanderhllf.
PMCINCT NO.
21 rote.
Jacinto Ortega
man, on Friday evenlug, fetched a goodly Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for vour
X. BOTE'S market I here all come, for cholc. usAT'at a mori.r.t. ..,
winter home, "far from the
For Jastioe of the Peace.
troubles!1 If not, get a bottle now and get
Both declared elected.
madding return and created much
Reliable
67 votes
plea.nre to those relief. This medicine has been found to be Losero Bandoval
quality we get here; to sell the best. 1. r,n-r- ,.
prrcinct no. 8(1.
'
39 rotes
Of
peculiarly adapted to tbe relief and cure of Florentlno Lopes:
Joints, all cut with skill and care. hi. Dn
l took a run down to Bkyland, and in- - who attended.
For Juitice of tbe Peace.
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In giving strength and
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Jose E. Garcia
elseoless. fix- For
gone moved to A.hvllle." And a. I did band begin, to play, we suggest a dance ing onens, or are nervous,
Con.table.
citable, Melancholy or troubled with Oiszy Andre.
80 votes
not wish to Intrude npon the confusion of to the merry tunes.
63 vote. Octavlano Bandoval
Goniale.
opens, jueocrio Bitters is tne medicine
Trujlllo and Garcia declared elected,
Jose Dorran
...44 votes
you need. Health and Strength are guar
removal, A.bville'. chief boomerang e.
There will be three birthday, of three anteed by its use. Fifty cents and $1.00 at
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capea cue punishment of vl.it from your.
urpney-varotten Drus: Uo. ana
For Justice ot tbe Peace.
notable people of La. Vega., ooe ne:t June
8
for
vote.
Gonzales.
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Andre.
Majority
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Justioe
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village, the surrounding mountain, (the
All
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47 vote. Creatino Garduno
nationality, It recall. Important battle. Oaks, resulted In the soleotion of E. Ambroolo Archuleta
joy or. me southern hunter) were thick and
declared
Both
elected.
It should inolude the G. F. Uebrick, George 8. Treat and
conquests.
For Con.table.
wun iiuiDsr, and the population of the
PRKC1NCT
NO. 40.
"Tar-HeDr. A. G. Lane as tlireotora for the en. Franclsoo Enclnios
47 vote.
Wtate" were the most illiterate conquest of his life. Bear?
For Justice of the Peace,
In the Union. But aow the
term.
Both
declared
elected.
village has
Is marriage a failure? Well The recent suing
17 rote.
Jose Torrez
developed into a city, the mountain, are nuptials of two
pbbcinct no. 6.
ot . ome
For Con.table.
ot the Peace.
For
Justice
dotted with dwelling, that peep out frdm what advanced Intelligent people
17 rotes
year, speaks for Itself. We
49 rotes Bostenes Marquez
Felix Mare.
the foliage, and business and professional
Mr. and Mrs. Luts on their
Both declared elected.
men have oome to .tay. But the climate, congratulate
74
Zacarla.
Valdez.,
respective selections and feel that we have is pain in the nerves. It is thought by
precinct no. 48.
the pride of the boomer., bear, out Ashe gained
v
some medical experts to be caused by
a real aoqulsitlon.
For Justice ot tbe Peace.
v tile's reputation as a health resort for
25 rote.
Majority for Valdes
poverty of the blood, which condition
24
Gonzales
Juan
rots.
well folks.
For Constable.
The marriage of one ot our popular lowers the tone of the nerves and
For Constable.
39 rotes
Mercede. Esqulbal
Artists, go sketch a French Broad river young men, Mr. B. 0. Lester to Miss Ger starves them.
Unless
Gonzales
27 rotes
Jose
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waste
and
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matter
'
poisons
unset!
M.
M.
84
Jose
Baca
view that glorious truae stiller, ot Lexington, Illinois, was
Tourists,
in the blood are filtered out of it by the
Both declared elected.
M. Baca elected.
Jose
scenery I But Invalids, .offering from anv quietly .olemnlsed at the home of the
into the urine, the blood will
pbbcinct no. 47.
disorder of the respiratory system, be not Misses Will, friend, and townspeople of kidneys
pbscinct no. 0.
carry disease instead of nourishment to
For Justice ot tbe Peace.
For Justice of tbe Peace.
beguiled by the home of Bill Nye and Van- - the young couple.
the nerves. Neuralgia, or pain in the
9 rotas
The bride demonstrated at the onset her nerves is the danger signal or symptom Gabriel Romero...... M
IS rote. Isaac Flood
derbilt, for the night air la laden with fogs,
,
For Constable.
and in the morning, the dew on the ground Kod sense and judgment in not subject
ao viuun
Declared elected.
wiiiuii uaiurc uoca iu
9 rotes
of danger.
Ralph Goheke
Is so heavy that it appear, to have rained in? Mr. Lester to the loss of time
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by meet
Both declared elected.
condition can be
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many
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Bucce.sors to T. B. MILLS, Established in 1R7S
The Rocky mountain region ha. been the hearts united in the holy bond if young
Enseblo Baros
'
15
For Justice ot tbe Peace,
soil of the suooess of a vast multitude who I men were oot afraid to undertake life'
Baro. declared elected.
43 rotes
Cba.. E. Lelbichener
have been attracted by it. enterprise and journey with a wife whose demrfod. for
Three month, ago I contracted, in a
precinct bo. 9.
For Constable.
favorable climatic Influence. Frequent re-- outward .show exceeds the capacity to hunting trip, a .ever, case of rheumatism.
For Justice of the Peace,
43 rotes
Francisco Trujilio
I tried a great manv remedies without re Meleclo
K.epresent.the Koyal Exchange Assurance Company,
auctions in railroad rate, would afford op meet them, at the very beginning.
28 votes
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Both declared elected.
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For Justice of tbe Ptaoe,
of this dry and rarifled mountain air,
to your wonderful 8paragus Kidney Fills.
Office om
compe.itore.
13 rotes Bridge St., Las Vegas, M. M.
Nereo Gonzales
with living plants and cut flowers, and the
MUST, Beroh, 901 tiouth 4th Bt. Clinton, I Narciso Duran
20 vote.
41 rote.
To be in constant contact with people seven tables of younp; people present en- - Iowa.
Miguel Pacheco
For Constable,
For Constable.
who tblnk as you do, Is a drawback to the Joyed tbe hour to their hearts' dalight.
20 votes
Juan C. Apodaca
11 rote.
Pedro Analla
Each guest received a unique souvenir
proper development of individual opinion
Both declared elected.
uan Jose Lucero
41 rotes
and a check to the discernment of right score card in the form of an album having
PHKCIHCT MO. 11.
Pacheco and Lucero deolared eleoted.
and wrong. Go amongst people who help the word "autographs" hand painted on
For Justice ot tbe Peace
PRECINCT no. 62.
!
DEALEB IN
tbe cover; tbe winners taking tbe auto9
Francisco Garcia y Gutierrez
?t
you correct your way of thinking and
For Justice ot tbe Peace.
EOliBS REMEDY CO., PsOFBiSToas, Chioaso. Anlceto Garcia
show you where you are graphs of the loosers in each game. Miss Dr.
17 votes
Hobbs Fills For Hula lu LAS VUG AS and E.
26 votes
F. Uarcla y Gutierrez declared elected, Octariano Maestas
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEX.. by MURPHEY. VAN
wrong'; who have the courage to defend Lockie Fort took tbe ladies' prise, an ele
For Constable.
an absent one and who will oot indulge in gant china plate, on a score of thirty-thrrAiizn iiKuu JL., two a tores.
For Constable,
5
26 rotes
Joan Madrid
idle gossip or flagrant slander.
autographs; Alfred Long, the gentlemen'!
elected.
declared
Both
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frame.
trim
15 vote.
It a poor friendship that will not stand prize, sterling silver,
picture
party
porflpJo Qlguln
piuuiuers
precinct no. 64.
the test of an attack upon
Wed one, Those who assisted were Madames C. C. Gise rillos, spent last Sunday at Bonanza.
Qutierres declared elected.
A large stock of Stoves and flows now on hand, which will be sold a little
For Justice of tbe Peace,
PHKCfNCT no. 12.
though the attack be made by some one W. G. Haydon, John Bobbin, and F. G.
123 rote. above cost.
Antonino Zubia
These goods are all warranted to be of the very best make in th
French.
nervous
and
feel
near
When
For
dear.
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the
and
of
Justice
weak,
you
Peace,
equally
47 rotes
German Garcia
28 rotes
by too severe physical labor, a- Victor Archuleta
United States, and to give perfect satisfaction.
Among those present were Misse. Knic ble caused of
It is but a sorry humanity that is not
ElFor
few doses
MacDonald's Baeklkt
Constable,
For Constable,
nroused by a traducer to eject him from kerbocker, Dold, Reynolds, LaRue. O. and ixib will give
At the Old Stand on Center Street.
you valuable help. It
Macedon Romero
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
, ... ....117 rote.
L. Fort, B. ana B. Botbgeb, S. and M. strengthens tbe body and restore, the vital Juan Encintas ... ............... 27 rotes
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and
the midst of a
Mare.
rotes
..53
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Both declared elected.
Uolzman, Thomas Olney, Stoneroad, Davis, energy, promote, good appetite, sound
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Zubia and Romero declared elected,
Price, $1.00.
sleep and cheerful
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the
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other sports.
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de
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Mr. Cleveland, therefore, had much to
Mrs. and Mis. Fort bear tbe reputation
Union
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"He much needs the discipline of an
DUEL WITH RED INK.
English Bchbol," suys his mother, "for Uow a Humorous New Yorker Tamed
in Persia his word Is law. Being coMelodrama Into Farce,
SHOP GIRL WHO BECAME FIRST heir with an only brother, he was lord
"There are some things so serious
of the village In which we lived, and
LADY IN PERSIA.,
of their having ocevery village child was his slave. When that the very fact
makes those interested secrecurred
In
amuse
If
to
bows
their
brought
hlra,
Married a Nobleman II Was
Cotula were
not (mluclently reverential and tive. It was Euch a thing took place
of th Hbali, and Took Her Hum to
while I was acquiring the practical
conduct
he Issued InPalace Ulatory of llor structions,irreproachable,
of a civil engineer," said
and the small offenders knowledge
a mad 'who has long enjoyed a fortune
Hf
were.
Persian
for
t:
' "
promptly beaten,
"'
..,
.(
efboys are taught tyranny from the cra- as the result of his professional
to
man.
a
Detroit
Press
Free
forts,
dle.
Is
ERE
an Arabian
"When bored, a band, with the Inev"l went with a surveying party ;ln.to
Nights talo. It Is
not one of the fa- - itable dancing monkey, was brought in the south went and to the work of layfor his sole delectation. He has been ing out a railroad was added that of
only two weeks In England, and It 1b fighting some of the Indians that nefirst lady., of,. . the Impossible yt to make him understand glected everything else for tho sika
and street musicians of giving us trouble. With us was
harem, the beautl- that piano-orga- n
ful Scheherezade.to are not under his absolute authority. Philadelphia boy, one of these unforbeguile her royal He perpetually orders thorn, In native tunate fellows who thinks he is Always
spouse from his an Persian, to remain playing to long at being imposed upon, slighted or ridinounced Intention he Is pleased to be pleased, end exhib- culed. In reality I was his friend and
of chopping --her its the utmost disgust when they move (Sid what I could to make things pleas-antfor him. But his suspicions alhead from her lovely shoulders, but Is on regardless of his lordly commands,
"Sometimes I am glad he cannot ways placed me in the wrong, and
Quite new, quite modern and altogether
fascinating. LIHe Schoherezade'B, ltju speak English, for In Persia he was when he did nothing worse than scowlg
at mo I considered that we were
told by a first lady of the harem, and taught to class Europeans with mon' IT deals with her life in. Persia. It Is keys, and he has no resltatlon In adalong Very well togother,
,
"A crisis came when I received a proa romance that mixes up prosy Eng- dressing them aa Buch- - If they offend
his prejudices. Fortunately his lan- motion which he thought should have
-- land and the'sensuous Eaat'ln the" most
been given him. He lost no time In
delightful fashion, for the heroine of guage is so .pretty tbat.theopprbrkns
It was a London shop girl before she title frequently passes for a term of en- challenging me, and there was nothing
to do but accept or resign and go homo.
became one of the four wives, and later dearment."
.
one of the four widows, of a Persian' .. Nauru is a devout Mussulman, and, I accepted and made the solemn prepwas Intensely horrified to find the fa- arations usual in such a case. In the
nbbleruan. ,
who never
'
'
Seven years ago Miss Frances Black- - miliar terms on 'which dogs, so ab- corps was a New Yorker
man was a stall girl at the Crystal Pal horred by Mohammedans, are admitted had a serious thought or cared for anyThe friendly thing from which fun could not be
to who- to English households.
ace, and sold Ivory
He constituted himself
ever would buy. She, was a, rather nose of a dog thrust Into his hand was extracted.
a flood of tears and ve- Fmaster of ceremonies In this affair of
the
for
signal
of
the
and
at
time
the
girl,
pretty'
honor and Went about It all with an
Shah's visit to England, captivated the hement Insistence on a triple scrubThe
that suggested an anticipation of
of
defiled.
so
air
member
the
bing
nobleman in
TfiUcy' of a
'
love of animals inherent in boy nature at least two deaths.'
flth
potentate's party.
."When the word was given we fired
This man proved to be Abdullah has changed the spirit of Nasrlt's prenow
he
and
and the result was astoundijudices,
scampers
prettily
together
a
of
cousin
the Shah,
$Iusseln Khan,
lawn
a
a
about
Engwith
each pistol there shot a
From
ng;.
sympathetic
In
man of great w.ealth and Influence
coIom, red and black
lis own country. Stopping one day at lish bulldog as friend and confidante. J, Streak of mingled The
effect was Irrepredominating.
he stalls, he was greatly attracted by
grass and
for
leaves,
funny,
sistibly
some
trifles
Blackman
and
IjIIss
bought
THE RIGHT OF WAY.
ink used
the
were
seconds
with
tinted
from her. He returned the' next day
Next TImb There wm Going to FA by the New Yorker. He had filled cap-- :
nd bought sdine more. "
J.
Trouble.
sules.wlth the fluids and turned .the
When he appeared the third day Miss
At Park Place and Broadway, .Nevi whole' thing into a farce. Of course
was
It
that
she,
fjlackman perceived
York, aa a' mall wagon turned into the the Phlladelpbian was angry, but oven
and not her wares, that attracted the latter
from
thoroughfare to go up town, the
stranger, and thereupon horses knocked Sown a pedestrian who he had a sense of humor,, and that
the time we had a roaring spread
the romance began. History is silent was
hurrying Into City Hall park, says night he was a happier, brighter and
4pon the details of the courtship, but the Detroit
Free Press. For a wonder
a
known-ihaIs
her
)t
many the driver pulled up, and though the more companionable fellow."
workcostly" gifts'of exquisite Eastern
man was at the horses' feet he. escaped
Human Density.
he" wh'ee'ls." He came crawling out, covmanship and .eyenjually;. proposed
married her. The cere- ered with dirt and more or less hurt.
A French scientific writer points out
mony was, performed la a Roman Gatbr and the driver looked at him and coldly that a mere gain In weight should not.
oTle church in the beginning of 1890.
In itself, be taken as an indication of
inquired,:
Abdullah Hussein, Khan, was from
'Do' you Know what you have been hrnisoved bodily condition. It is, ac
'
the beginning" exceedingly fond of his doing, sir?" , ..... cording to him, rather a question of
as
ne
man
orusnea the density than of the Quantity of
pretty jEhgHslrbrlde. He obtalned"p'er-missio- n
i cto,'; repnea ine
to remain In England' when away at the dirt, "but I.couldn't help It,- tissue that covers the bones.. When
a hand-- , I'm not the. man to Interfere with the Increase of weight results from,
thf ,S,h,ah went home and hired
serna) .'fiat at-- ' Hyde Park " Mansion, United States mails."
density, then the health it
where he lived In. supreme happiness
'Better look out" la future'
really, .improved. In order that this
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lndeed.lmprobable that intense thoughta
concentrated by, one person upon
sympathetio friend pr, associate Bhould
creproduce- a distinct ImpreeBlon and
ate a telepathic .,urrqnt which should
convey brain .waves to the mind of the
Individual upon whom the thoughts
were centered, it is proposed to study
this subject and to make tests and experiments with a .view to ascertain Just, how far this symIt
pathetic influence . may extend.
must not, however, be overlooked that
there are persons who are keenly susceptible to such Impressions, while oth.
ers are not easily affected 4y Influences
of this nature.
,. !:
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of what, seemed obscure la this world
l"..:o largely;: because :we:.. take
a certain : position, for , granted
and then argue-- from it.:. The
wave theory Ib admitted... ' by. ,;
nd It la not, Impossible or,
scientists!
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Tempering of Spring., ;
It Is a nice Job to temper a steel
spring properly.. Like : many other
things, the preparatory work should be
well done or the tempering proper will
never pe. a. success. The forge work
should bo done with a rather low temperature, and gentle taps.:. Smiths art
beginning to understand that very
many bits of .forging have the life
pounded out..of them by heavy and
continuous beating.' Light taps smooth
the surface, and create, what is equivalent tc-- a cuticle over the metal. This
should be carefully preserved. Light

THE ENGLISH SHOP .GIRL, WHO MARRIED

hammering consolidates the particles
of steel and toughens the forging. It
is said ti?at continuous steady t and
light biows with a hammer will magnetize steel. It seems to put life Into
it. If It is necessary to grind a spring,
do it at tbe outset and before much of
the hammering Is done. Do not put It
on an emery wheel. ,It breaks the cuticle and destroys the Integrity of th
metal. The hardening may be done by
beating a large piece of Iron to a red
heat, then putting the spring on the
Iron, until It is heated through. ' Another way Is. to hold the spring over a
bright- fire until it 4s sufficiently .hot
It should be kept some distance from
the fire, so as not to heat, too quickly.
When It Is of a light red and all of a
color plunge It Into cold water., Do
not use ice water, as is so often suggested. , Bo careful In putting, In the
spring that the sudden cooling of one
Bide, does not draw it out of sbapa, , Ji
it Is put In siowiy It is warped by the
sudden cooling of one portion. . When
fully tempered polish the, spring with
emery cloth until , It. is. thoroughly
cleaned and bright Saturate a piece
of paper with oil, light it and allow
the smoke to collect on tbe, spring. ua-- i
til It is entirely coated with the black.
Then heat it oyer the forge fire very
slowly. J)o not let one part, burn oft
clean while the other is still black, but
let It disappear, all. over the spring at
the same time If possible, The perfect
tlon of temper .qorues from slow: and
careful handling and the utmost deliberation in heating and hammering.
- m
',:: 'U .;i!;.;'
To Solve. th Levee problem.
H.. King, of Des Moines, has Just.
applied tor a patent, on, a plan which
he believes will solve the levee problem and make the Mlssisslppi.as harmless, and as tractable as a meadow
brook. His plan ip indicated by the
lliustratipn, ,; H&u$t(h
acconinanylng
poses that 'an ordinary. earth levee
shall be divided vertically, at Its central portion, by a steel partition resting upon piles. In other words, tbrough
the center of a levee he would, have a
series of steel plates; making a continuous, and unbroken
barrier,, t which,
backed up' by the interior earth, and
other anchor devices, wpuld be absolutely crevasse proof. Experience with
levees has shown, .that their essential
weakness Is that in a season of wet
weather.with the jlver pressing against
their outer surface, t,hey become soft
and ..watersbaked; then the weight of
the levee itself causes jt to sink down,
and this Is assisted by leaks that wear

"
:
;"Yes, I will."I, followed, him Into, the park, where
gettvhis.-breath-,
he sat down on
and told him that a mail wagon
had no more right to run over him
than an lce'cart.
, f'" .....
"Is1 that so?" he asked in doubting
tones. "Well, iy gum. but this is the
fourth time I've been run over by
them, and next time they try it oh I'lL
raise a fuss.",
;; ,;1

for nearly two years.. He had told his
wife'f his' rank and his wealth, but
he iad4ioLyetJn'en.tioned the fact that
at
he already had " three other 'wives
" ' :1
home.-But in 1892 there, came a command
from, the. Shah' to return home.
Tiatf by this" time , .decided-. . to
make- - England his, home;;." 'He was" a
matf bit cultivation and tad found European civilization much to his taste.
his
But; 'under" 'penalty of forfeiting
obliged ; to obey the
estatr
Shah'S.'6rders, rand when he rea.qlied
Teheran she had to tell his English
bride that she ''as,, only,. Np.i.pne
can, Jnagine the scene,-- the' tears,
And.': all the rest. Bu't
there .was nothing for the young wife
to do but to submit, and she had the
satisfaction of being the preferred wifoj
.
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Stow, the English Antlqoary. .
Jbnn"
Stow, "the celebrated English
j
antiquary, .was- a remarkable man,-He
was born of poor parents about 1525,
mnd brought Tip "to the tailor's trade.
For, forty years his life was passed
among needles and thread, but In the
few leisure hours which his "trade, allowed him, he had always been a fond
reader of legends, chronicles, histories
and all that'toid bfthe tlnles, fdat, Mre
.past.'- By, such reading he grew to be.'
so attached to old' niemorles thkt when
about forty years of age he threw down
hiB needle, devoted himself to "collecting them and followed his new prof es
sion .with the faith and enthusiasm of
an apostle." ' Short-b-f
means, "he' mide:
long Journeys afoot to hunt over and
ransack rcolleges and monasteries? and
no matter how worn and torn might
be the rags of old "papers - which ;he
found, he kept all,' reviewingconnect-ing- ,
copying, comparing,
annotating'
with, truly wonderful ability and good
at
sense. Arrived
fourscore years, and
ho longer; capable of earning a live
Hhood, he1 applied to the king, and
James I., - consenting to his petition,
granted to the man who bad saved
treasures of memoirs .fqr English history, he favor, of, .wearing a beggar's
garb and asking alms at church doors.
In this abject state," forgotten" and de-spsed, he died two years later.
t
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thifirstitodt)r-the;harem.;;;;;?;'i7"1;''-

When it wa8 knowa to .the English
at Teheran that, one of their country
women .was tin, the harem there- was
considerable excitement, and
many
She
EngliBh "ladles ';yja'i)te4'her.
at .once popular In- court circles',
and-th'Snab 'gave her' the name of
Beebee Khanung signifying ."the. lady
of la2ftI.Truf favor and popularity
cost fier trials and dangers, as will be
'V 'i f
f
..
.nan t
A fw months ago" Abdullah suddenly ditd, much to bis5 wife's grief Hfa
eldes son, Jealotiq because his father
o mUch property upop
had setUed
Beebe'sJttlelaon,fiiezed.: the house
and iealedNthe doors, f J3ecbee bfoke
three:
the sals
attemlits were made to polson.ber, the
neatfy'4feccessfui tliat an Englast
lish dpppf barel3?,3ucceeded In saving
her
Tbrough the intervention, of
the Bfttteb Legntion she finally
and sailed for
London,-wheshe has Just arrived
with itjerQy.,
Thli- little boy,- Allah Nasrlt,- - or. the
Daotiii . 4beseA .T v . (
"Gift of, God,", has exchanged the bagI
always get !
g when
Cyclist
gy satin (rousers and loose silken coat,
set oft with diamond buttons, of his I see a' woman crossing 'me street
,
own country for the feailor costume of ahead, of me,,,
a B(Hs1iUf ttfls atnd!wmVcrey-e- r ? Second Cyclist So do I. They have
hoy, and ar' the age of fovr already so many pins In thMr clothes tljat if a
displays the 'auttcracy enjoyed fcy his fellow collides with them he Is almost
;
sxire to puncture a tire. Chips.
tesia Persia..'
-

-

:

be-ca-

e

lfr

,

re

.

;

v

"

principle - may be practically applied;
he suggests the use of baths containiknown quantity "pf water, and
ng-a
supplied' with appliances for measurement whereby the density of the immersed- body may be Calculated, in the
manner ''in whiph ' Archimedes ascertained " the, density of King Hiero's
crown of adulterated gold.
'
Postal Card.
. A) postal: card that required fifteen
years to , travel ninety-nin- e
miles
breaks' the record for slow postal
It was mailed in Leicester,'
"England, 'in Jiind, 1881, and has Just
been "received in London.
The address was plainly written on the card!
"and no one knows' where It has been
all this time. New York World.
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Slow-Goin-

g

j

--he-was

-
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INTO THE HAREM.

'

,

!
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Coldest Hour.
jTaklng It year in and year but, th.
coldest hour of each twenty-fou- r
is B
o'clock jl'ttlJig morning. Boston Globe,;
?

--

and enlarge, and':st"'weakeh' the structure that at last an opening 'occurs at
- q
j - WOMEN OF NOTE.
the weakest place; tWhat then happens
;Mrs.McK4nley presented to each of is not difficult tO'tmagin:"The first little trickle through or 'over the levee
the ypmjg. ladles In her party who atand alf the territended the inaugural ball a handsome becomes
fan and-- lace handkerchief as a uouve-nl- r. tory protected by the 'levee is Inun'
';' dated.' With a metal partition, tbe em'":''
V'v' ''
;(
When the. Iqueen, now In her 78th bankment on the 'Inner side wilt be
year,-- , ascended the
throne, the poke kept dry, maintained at Its highest rebortnet was the most characteristic feasisting power, and one part will be as
ture 'p;feniinlne atJJre, That wus in strong as" any other.- - Furthermore, it
'
will 'be Impossible ior amphibious ani
the" year 1837.-mals to penetrate hrougha levee, as
Mrs." John5 Sherman if excedelngly
sometimes they now do, and this source
well read and deeply Interested in curof danger will be permanently ' re- Next year che and Secrent events.
retary Sherman- will 'be able to cele- moved.
brate their golden wedding.
Nowadays, when women are Just
Sttactyina;' tlib ATaehroom.'
A club has been' formed in New York
It
venturing to ride horseback,
astride,
Is Interesting" to know ' that . Queen
City, the members pf Which' are interested In all sorts of (edible fungi.' They
Anne, consort of Richard II of England, was the first woman to ride ti are to experiment land investigate all
side 'saddle, previous to that' women .forms' of' mushrooms ' and' ' toadstools
''.
,. v
with a view to furiishlng Information
riding as.dldf thfj'taeiu,'.'
Frauiein .Anna Siegmund, a grand-niec- e to those who have
pot the opportunity
of th great 'composer Schubert, for personal study.j It is thought that
whfl is a sideht In the dranjatic dea cheap food supply may be provided
partment c tV Vienna Conservatory, through the modiui of these growths.
recently appearSo in that city as FranThere Is a society lb Boston. 'and there
cises in "Minna von Barnhelm" and Vi- are several in England. ' There are to
ola in "A Tou Like It.'.' It was he
be lectures, exhibits and literature, and
,
.
first public performance.
i

.

"

.
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Cacb. Relieved of Periodic Pain and Backache. A Trio of Fervent Letters.
Before using; Xydla E... Pinkham's Vcffotabla
my health was gradually being undur-miauI suffered untold agony from painful
menstruation, backache, pain on top of my
head ant ovarian trouble. I concluded to
try Mrs. I'lukliam'a Compound, and found
that It was all any woman needs who Buffers
with paiufyl uiontbly periods. It entirely
cured me.
Mks., Ckoiiuib Wass,
023 Bank St., Cincinnati, 0.
.

Compound,

.

The 'illustration represents a speed
Indicator especially adapted "to "show
the speed In miled of a railway train,
or the speed' by numbir of 'revolutions
or feet- for any piece' of bachlnery.
;
Upon a bkeleton horizontal1 partitlod
within a suitable casing are bearings
cupportlng a shaft having a central
rectangular opening in which two lev
ers are pivoted at their centers. The
levers are perfectly balanced upon the
pivot pin, each arm carrying a weight
at Its outer end,- and the inner ends
of the levers aje plvptnlly,cpnnacted by
links with a sliding crossbar, from
whlcl) a rod extends centrally, thxpuga
the shaft and bearing to a swivel connection with a crosshead, which may
be . shaped to form an oil' receptacle,
The crosshead slides , on horizontal
guide, bars .and ,1s pivotal .connected
by a link with a balance lever from
whose lower end a connecting rod extends to an upper arm upon a spindle
carrying a segmental gear, an opposite
arm upon the spindle being attached to
one end of a spring whose opposite end
Is secured to a hanger, the spring becentrifuing designed to equalize the
'
' '
;'
gal force of the levers.
The gear, fa in the mesh with a pinion whose spindle carries a pointer
moving on a dial on the outer 'side of
the 'case. To limit the movement ot
the levers when the Index hand is it
zero' on the dial, a "set screw is placid
on the moving shaft in position to

d.

'

','

,

,

,

f

'

For years I had suffered with painful
every month. ' At the beginning of
menstruation it1 was impossible for me to
stand up
for more than five minutes, I felt so nils-da- y
a little book of Mrs.' Pinkham's was
rable. One
thrown into my
house, and I sat right down and read it.
T (hnn irnt, ftntn A
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
V
I can heartily say that y I
pound and Liver
feel like a new'v1
woman; my monthly suffering is a thingof the-- ' past; I
shall always praise the Vegetable Compound
'
'
for what it has
done forme.. a rit'i" rs '"' "
Mrs. Mabqabet Andkbsom, 3C3 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Mel
meh-struatl-

Com-Plll-

.

to-da-

-

Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has cured me of painful menstruation and backache. The pain in my back was dreadful, and the agony
'
I suffered during menstruation nearly drove me, wild; : v
Now 'this1 is all over, thanks to Mrs. Pinkham's medicine and advice. Mbs.
'
1
Oabrik V. WiktiAMS, South Mills, K. C,
The great volume of testimony proves conclusively that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is a safe, sure and almost infallible remedy in cases of
'
irregularity, suppressed, excessive or painful monthly periods.
'

,

m

I' 'anllj.
,Un, Vl'tflins'' hd,ovor
sovonty
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Goodi, ete..
ny CarVlir,'Hollily
Iwliolnala). Catalegiia (tea,

CibCUflDVC

Hlxty of wliom urt livlnu,
Hhe lin liuiT nine clillilrcn, Kcvcii of whom
ar livliiK. huiI Iniiniiipriilile iKriiiidclilklrcn
r

,

IThompson's Eye Water.

u'..

'jg'ggl

Qnwn Victoria
nvi--

rinCnUriNd

Her hour uud
ilnuclitem wio lire' llvliic nre: The l'riuce
of W'Hlpa, Hie Inke of ('AniiiniKht. th Dnke
Frederick of
of killnliiuvli, the,
ieiinnny, the I'rliiceiM ('hrlittliui, the
imt
I'rlnoenH
Beat
the
of I.orue,
nre prlncen,
her
,,Aiuoii
rci,
one emjieror,
prlnceHKCM. iliikcM.
two empreHBcn, one iniircliloiiesa and ft Inrty.
Wlilliim (ieorse Jorduu, lu June Ladles'
mid

Xutlo--

Urwatll

Co.. Kaaas City. Mo.
B.WILLSON ACO.,W-r,- inston, D. 0. No fee till patent
Ueuud..4M-pa- e
book nree.
M.

PATENTS
Dr. MrCrpw
eiperlohre. Rook free.

I'owder Made

0u.
treatment Free.

Kioto

Lice
Napto,
'
Pnfest 'onil best. Will not hnrm eKg or
'
liSc.
Sold
for
Hent
rlilckx.
by ileal-er- a
prmtnnM
15th atreet, Denor IbiiuvH Ueril Co..
sent
free.
ver, Colo. Hauiplea
.,,
la
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;,Mi
"How did von happen to go to Bleep In
cliurcli?"
"The wonieu'a ImtH looked bo
mncli (like luiiip sUailea tlult I forgot where

engage the'butermost weight of one
of the levers, the shaft being connected
by belt and pulley with machinery
whose speed is to be Indicated.
With the Head to the Iforlb,-- People in this age' of scientific

r.

,

v

-

,

,
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'

;

.

;

'

actness have reached "the stage of,
everything by rule. Breathing has
ceased to be merely an Instinctive act,
'
and sleeping' must be regulated' by
scientific formula, Bedrooms, must be
properly arranged5 tot aldmberers,
baths and evening meals carefully adjusted and position atudled v with
great detail. Where , practicable the
bed should be placed on a line north
and south, ' with the head .toward the
north. This' arrangement: places the
sleeper In harmony, with the electrical
currents caused by the rotation of the
earth on Its axis. Often a person in
sickness and sometimes in health can
obtain mueh'"heedisd'"'rest-I- ir no ctljer
way.'" 'Bedrooms should,' where' possible, have a southern exposure that Is,
have the windows on the south or the
sunniest Side of the housed The head
to the north will keep the, iungs and
respiratory organs away from any possible draughts and the room will also
'
obtain that Indispensable reqaislte to
health plenty of sunlight during the
day. In many cases it will be impose
'TOnditlons In
sible to obtain'-the- ge
houses where there is very little sunlight that can enter the bedrooms, and
where windows and doorways make
It impossible to place the head of the
bed toward the north, but where there
Is a choice of rooms those that offer
these conditions for comfort and het.lt!j
Bhould be chosen; for the .bedrooms in
common use.. Better sleep can be oba low -- than with a ,hjgh
tained with
'
pMllow, To lessen the work of the arteries that propel the blood to every
portion of the organism should be' tbe
aim of everyaner80 "that "the posture
that most nearly places the body Ia"a
horizontal position is the most, to toe
desired. Bolstering up the head Is always to be condemned, ' whether ; in
sickness or in health, unless bodily inr
Juries render, the , perfectly-recumbeposition Impossible. It is not well 'to
He always on the.baok; ipy.thls prad"
tlce the spine and the nerves that
there congregate, are kept too hot; and
a feverish sleep is apt to be the, result.
The right side is the best to. recllna
on, for then-- the heart and-thlarger
arteries are relieved from undue' pressure. Occasionally one rests well- lyii'
As 'a general
ing on the Jtomach-.
rule, eight hours is ample for a person:
in health; more produces a dull, heavy-feelinon arising; less,' an unsatls- -'
for more. And there"is
also no room for doubt that the two"
hours immediately preceding the mid
night hour are the most favorable for
enjoying the "beauty sleep"; of the- (fr-i-
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A BICYCLE
tftF.'i
All
ttCOBd

"Vou i)eon(r to the Order of New Women,
don't yon; Mlm ltisx'i" "yen: but don't
call iw that: the new woman won't ataud
being ordered.'.'

ex-

AT WHOLESALE
...From Maker to Rider Direct...

BICYCLES

Ilall'a Catarrh Care

taken Internally.

a

Patant"

;

:

"vhj,Mnlilt

to ViIIiom
l'enBlu,, 4i,,l Patent Att'y,
D.C.Uiey Vlll receive a prompt reolv.
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Guaranteed tobacco bablt cure, malroa weak
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'""Whenever I make a new arqiinlutanre'l
.llistlnctlve.ly size, him up.'! i t'VVell, I hope
you don't overlook the fact that the new
Instinctively sizes you iip." "
' 1 'believe my prompt use of '.Plso's' Cure
dnsmnptioTr.--'Mrfl.
TTreveiited
l,ncy
18U3.-1BC. 12.
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Tha Origin of Pelrolenm.
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PampUna

O A L Uni. Hot"' Block. Denver. Pocket reference book, valuable to ore fblppers. mallei free
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SEALS, RUBBER
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LAWRENCE
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ONE
CENT
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the. celebrated Weber Gasoline En.
per hour bymore
trouble to start than a gasoline
gine. No
stove. It wilt irrigate your ranch, pumping the
waterfront fifteen feet deep for aeventy-fiv- e
cent pet acre, and bo row about the ditch. It
will hoist your ore from 40s feet deep for lM
cents per ton. Cheapest power for Irrigation,
mining, or for any other pnrpose. Send for cat.
alogue or come and see it run.
.

WALL PAPER & CARPETS
Til K DENVKlt ' A II. Samples
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free.
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(tot even with Nobbs for talkiiij; to me
so nuieh bont his diseases.
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'medicine
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CURE YOURSELF!
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There lK:one thlnjr nbout baBe ball that I
"What Is itV" ."How It Is
can'tj see Into.") know
so much more about
amateurs
'that
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Educate Tear Bowela With Caaeareta. .,
forever.
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Improved Speed Indicator.

:

were a' number of
'Avtallnnr.
ariru- ..v.w
manta ndvannnd on
the subject of tele- -
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Thought Traniferenoa.
N an address delivered before the Society- for Psychical
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lark-skinn-
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THREE HAPPY WOMEU

Interested peisons will bo taugM to
diutlnguliih between the barmloMi and
the poisonous sorts. Thore Is also a
branch devoted to the study of thv
best methods of preparing these articles for the table. - The mushroom Is a
favorite delicacy with such a large
number of persons that any Information concerning It, or Its more plontlful
and Inexpensive supply, will no doubt
'
be greeted with enthusiasm;

Of Weakness

Treat and
v
Core
An Omaha Company places for the first
time Wore the public a Magical Treat-iimfor the cure of Lost Vitality , Nervoug
aud Sexual Weakness, and
Restoration of
Life Forpe in old and young men. No
worn-oFrench remedy: contains no
Phosphorous or other harmful drugs. It is
a WoKDBKrut, Treatment magical in it
effects positive in its cure. : All reacers,
who are Buffering from a weakness tSat
blights theif life, causing that mental ad
physical Buffering- peculiar to Lost Manhood, should write to the STATE MEDICAL
COMPANY, Omaha, Neb., and they will
send 'you absolutely FREE, a valuable
paper on these diseases, and positive proofs
of their truly Haoicax Thbat.mk.nt.
Thousands of men, who have lost all hope of a
eure, are being restored by them to a per'
fect condition.
This Magical Thbatmbnt may be taken
at home under their directions, or they will
pay railroad fare and hotel bills to all who
prefer to go there for treatment, if tbey
tail to cure. They are perfectly reliable;
Have no Free
Free Cure,
Free Sample, or Prescriptions,
C. O. D. fake, They have
1250,000 capital, and
jguarantee to cure
very- case they treat or refund every dollar; or their charges may be deposited in
to be paid to..them when a cure is
effected.
Write them todav.
s-
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In Stem They
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Scientists are- - greatly-- engrossed in
the discussion of the origin of 'petro- -'
E. E. BURLING AMC'S
leum, Some of them "contend' that It
is a contemporaneous production; oth- n
ers Insist that it Is, and has been for ASSAY OFFICE
Kstabllsbed In Colorado, 1868. Bamples by mall or
ages, stored1' In the great arteries' of
xpreaa will receive prompt and careful attention,
the earth, ,, The. artificial production of
petroleum has suggested that changes' GOLD AND SILVER BULLION
Reined, M elted and Aauyad or Purchased.
of temperature and pressure may pro-- ''
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hoar and speak. The eyes must do
duty for the useless ears, and their
anxious expression Is ample proof of
their endeavor to fill the place of both
senses. There Is a pathetlo solemnity
In the tense, strained attitudes of
many
of the congregation, and In the wonderfully expressive symbolism by which
the prennhai-- mnvava hla maanlntr..
For the clgn language Is a foreign
tongue, so far as its resemblance to
English goes. It does not consist, as
many imagine, In spoiling out the
words letter by letter; that is done
only In the case of proper names. All
Ideas are interpreted by Blgns or motions which are descriptive as far as
porslblo of the thought. Thu the laying of the hacd on the heart denotes
love; the arching of the two hands
together, as if encircling a globe. Indicates the world; power Is expressed by
a commanding wave of the forearm
with the fist clinched, and the Idea of
glory Is conveyed by raising both
hands above the head and sweeping
them back and forth horizontally, with
the fingers quivering, In semblance of
of a shimmering light. It Is wholly
Impossible to comprehend without seeing them the effectiveness of the almost Innumerable signs which take the
It Is, of course, true
place" of sounds.
that this sign language cannot be
nearly so rich as a spoken tongue,
much difficulty bolng experienced in
conveying delicate and slightly different shades of meaning; but the people
for whom it was Invented have known
no other, and It suffices apparently for
their entire happiness and comfort
An essential thing in such a church
is a clear, strong light; falling this,
sooner or later exthe
perience trouble with their eyes. It
Is unfortunately often the case that
deaf mutes become blind In later life,
owing to the overstraining of the one
precious sense which they possess.
Music in the services is naturally a
useless feature, and Is almost never
provided, although there have been
Instances where members of the congregation objected to the omission, declaring that they were able, In some
Inexplicable way, to appreciate the vibrations and derive pleasure from
them. It bas been proved that mutes
ran distinguish loud from soft notes,
tut II is only by the stronger or weaker vibrations produced, and, while the
sense of rhythm Is conveyed, there
can be no real sense of tune. There
Is a social organization for the deaf
and dumb In this city, which frequently gives dances for their amusement. On these occasions music Is always furnished, and the dancers move
In perfect accord with the rhythm,
thereby attesting that they can enjoy
sound to that extent

CHURCH.
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WITNESSING THE WORSHIPING
OF THE AFFLICTED ONES.
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MONO, the many
religious services of
an uoUHUul charuc- ter which are regularly held la New

even

none,

York,

la the least

Americanized of the foreign quarters, pro-

a' stranger

duces
effect

the
the

upon

spectator thaa
worship of a congregation of deaf
mutes, says the New York Tribune.
Two such services are held in tUU
city every Sunday afternoon; one at
the Episcopal church of St. John the
Evangelist, at West 11th street and
Waverley place, where the members
of St. Ann's church are temporarily
worshiping, and the other at the Roman Catholic church of St. Franlca
Xavler, in West 16th street. To the
Episcopal dcmnomlnatlon belongs the
credit of having first started sign language services for the "children of
silence." It is over forty years since
the first one was held in old St. Ann's
church, which has always maintained
the lead In the movement and has come
to be regarded as the especial church
by the majority of the doaf mutes In
this city. By Its recent consolidation
with St. Matthew's church, in West
84th street, St. Ann's expects to be able
shortly to maintain two churches one
for Its regular congregation In St.
Matthew's and the other exclusively
for deaf mutes, In the edifice to be
built upon certain property which the
church owns on Washington Heights
near 148th street. A visitor to one of
these silent Sunday afternoon services,
if he arrives before the hour for beginning; will at first notice scarcely
anything unusual. The members of
the congregation enter one by one and
seat themselves generally in some of
the rear pews, whence, before the openings words of the service, the rector
is accustomed to invite them nearer to
the front, where they may see more
clearly. He makes the request by a
gentle, beckoning motion of the arms,
as If he were gathering his hearers
into a group. A stranger soon observe
the "look of rapt attention on every
face, which Is vastly more Intense than
any which the words of the most elo'
"I'm one of the few persons wli1
quent preacher ever succeeded in lrto
wheels." "Indeed?" "Yen;
calling to the faces of those who can Irurnlnu.'
sight-heare-

rs

in

don't
Just

-
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SNAKES FOR HIS PETS.

chanced to como upon them along th
roads. Ha has gotten now that be
d
likes
snakes for his pets,
the ordinary ground or garter snako
bavins; but little charm for him. He
kept his snakes lu a large box, the
front of which was covered wjth wire
screening. This box, during the sum
mer, was kept nailed to the garden
fence, above the house, where it was
a great curloalty to those who had the
nerve to go and look at the collection
of slimy pets. In early fall Hiram
took his snakes Into the cellar, where
they were kept until cold weather,
Then a hole was dug In the garden, and
snakes, box and all burled therein,
About tho middle of March, during a
several days' warm spell, the snake
box was lifted and the reptiles were
found to be in good condition in
ec.rt of a
state and they
were then reconslgned to the ground
to await the coming of warm weather,
Early in May he disinterred the snakes
again, and thinking that the hot-be- d
in the garden would be a good receptacle for the serpents, in order that
they might be speedily warmed up,
good-size-

DANQUE HAS
OVER
Ho I.IUe. Thorn

QUEER POWER
SNAKES.

A

Iiott.r

Than Illrdt and
Vlvkt Vp th. Slimy
Crawler. In lrlolil or Itoadwxr and
Carries Then to III Hunk. Colour.
Tlicy Mil. Hint

IRAM
17 -

m

Danglo,

year old

whose

boy

home

near VarrennvlUcs,
Pa,, poesesEeg
queer power over
snakes, and as a
result of his abllHy
to catch and han7
dle the reptiles, he
makes snakes hla
'
t
pets. Hiram, how
noth-Iuever, declares that his power. Is
more nor less than a lack of fear
.ri that hia viniinpHB toward the
snakes after they are In captivity
tames and pacifies them.' But Imagine
a boy walking up to a box of snakes,
picking one or more out with his
hands, letting them crawl about his
arms, feeding the horrible creatures
with his hands or stuffing them into
his pockets. Yet young Dangle does
these very things with the slimy rep
tiles, and seems to think nothing ot
A reporter called at the Dangle
It.
home recently, where he found Hiram
mourning the loss of a three-foblowing viper which he had kept in
the ground all winter, but which had

i'if!

(j,

semi-dorma- nt

Hiram installed them therein. But it
was too hot, and on the second day
they aU "turned up their toes." The
big adder, which was over, three feet
long, Hiram declares was a fine specimen of the snake family, as was alBO
an Immense
Now he will
proceed to catch a new lot of pets and
hopes to be able to successfully winter
them over.
milk-snak-

e.

SKELETONS IN A BOX.

Ohaatly Find I. Made by Some Young-Men Near Bellerae. lonra.
A grewsome
discovery was made
near Bellevue, Iowa, the other day by
some young men who were searching
for Indian relics. While walking along
the river bank south of town they noticed something white protruding from
the ground at the mouth of a small gully, which leads down nearly to the water's edge. Upon closer Inspection the
object was found to be the whitened
Rkull of a human being.
Not caring to further investigate the
matter at the time, they returned to
the city and reported their find. The
next morning several citizens went to
the spot and unearthed the entire skeleton of a white man, who in life had
been six feet four or five inches till
and well proportioned. With the skeleton of the man there were also the
smaller bones of a person who had not
exceeded five feet In height. The skull
which belonged with the latter skeleton
was. however, missing. Both bodies
: HIRAM DANGLE.
had been burled In one coffln, a box of
died In this manner, but he seemed rough, hard wood planks, fastened toto forget the line specimens of milk, gether with common iron nails. Both
water and garter snakes in his acute the box and the skeletons gave evisorrow over the death of his big blow- dence of having been In the ground
ing adder. The boy declared that he many years, although but little over a
would rather have lost $10 than to have foot of earth covered them.
The washing of the water in the gul
had the big snake die.
had worn away the head of the box.
Toung Dangle is a rather bright, ly
the skull. ' The entire matter
exposing
g
a
with
quiet,
young man,
is shrouded in mystery, which win
pleasant demeanor. He came In from
never be explained, as there
the field to see the newspaper man probably
no one here who can even suggest
and appeared to be glad of the chance is
identity of the remains or why they
to talk of his queer pets. The boy said the
should have been buried In this lonely
he always had a liking for snakes,
and unceremonious manner.
much as other children have far birds spot
or flowers. He thinks they are pretBOUGHT THE BABIES.
ty and talks of their spots and stripes
and colors with a familiarity that be- A Woman' Duplicity Lead to Strange
tokens close acquaintance with his
Development. Down East.
Mrs. Herman Lorman left her home,
subject. When his parents noticed his
fondness for snakes they scolded him 416 Taylor street, Wilmington, Del., re
and was shocked at his unnatural cently and did not return. For fifteen
taste, but all the feame he took advan- years Mr. and Mrs. Lorman had 'lived
tage of every opportunity to catch and happily together. During that time
caress the crawlers, often carrying Mrs. Lorman presented her husband
d
snakes in his pocket, his with ten babies, all of whom had died
hat or his coat For two years past,
however, having gained the consent
of his people, Hiram has made "snak-ologa study, and he expects this
season to obtain a specimen of nearly
all the domestic snakes a rattler included. He is of the opinion that a
rattlesnake is no more dangerous or
venc mous than a milk snake (commonly known as a housesnake), which
species of reptile he declares Is of the
most vicious extant,; unless it be the
The boy made two trips
copperhead.
into the wooded mountains one a
search for rattlesnakes last summer.
.but failed to run across any. His
method of capture is to watch the
snake for a few minutes to learn by
its movement whether it is In a docile
or angry, mood.. . If in the former the
MRS." HERMAN LORMAN.
reptile will move slowly, so that he in Infancy. Mr. Lorman
purchased a
finds it no trouble to pick it up in his
which
in
ten baDies
the
lot,
cemetery
bands, by catching it back of the head were Interred in as
many tiny graves.
With his thumb and index finger. , If
lot was inclosed, and he caused to
the snake's actions indicate anger, The
a handsome monument, sabe
then he first presses their head to the crederected
to the memory of the cherubs. Mr.
afwith
a
forked
thus
stick,
ground
Lorman shed many tears over the dead
fording him a chance to pick it up.
Hiram sas some people have told him babies, and apparently bo did Mrs. Lordid not rethat he possesses a strange power over man. toWhen Mrs. Lorman
her home on the evening of
its movement whether it is a docile turn
snakes, while others declare that he the day she left Mr. Lorman thought
deranged through
pulls their fangs before handling she had become
over the children, but he
them. The latter charge the boy Indignantly denies, while as to the first changed his mind in a few days and
he expresses, the belief that anybody notified Coroner J. Thomas Wright to
could handle snakes without being keep a lookout for the dead body of
bitten
they were careful not to his wife. Coroner Wright turned the
pinch the reptiles. He says after he case over- to the state detectives, who,
has a snake In a cage for a few days, after six- weeks' Investigation, received
feeding and visiting it regularly, the an anonymous letter from New York
serpent allows him to fondle it, show- saying that Mrs. Lorman was there
ing no signs of displeasure whatever. living with another man. The comHe catches minnows and frogs for his munication also directed thum to call
snakes, and when, these are not ob- at a certain nursery establishment in
tainable he feeds them small chunks Philadelphia for information about the
dead babies.. The detective took the
hint and went to Philadelphia to investigate. There they located a woman
who operates an establishment for the
adoption of babies, This woman signed In' their presence an affidavit to
which she swore that Mrs. Lorman had
been her best customer for eight years.
She swore that Mr. Lorman was not
the father of the ten babies, but that
Mrs. Lorman had smuggled them into
irinrLu-vr- tf
e:
her home and palmed them oft on him.
She explained that Mrs. Lorman had
each time arranged with a midwife to
keep her husband out of tne room until a sufficient length of time had
HOME OP DANGLE,
elapsed, and the baby was then
of raw meat. When meat la their bill bronght to him. Congratulations helpof fare he take3 the snakes, one by ed to make the deception complete.
one, holds it in one hand, and with This strange story leaked out and Mr.
He bethe other presses the meat into the Lorman was dumbfounded.
serpeiifs month as it opens it to re- lieves It, however, and threatens to dig
up the' babies and have them sent to
ceive the food. In his years of experience In catching and caressing the potter's field. He says he will be
snakes he has had none make any at- satisfied to have his wife stay away
Tho parties are well
tempt to bito him. Hiram talks en- altogether.
tertainingly of his last year's, batch of known.
crawlers, now deceased. He had fifThe swellest sailor hat this season
teen in all, having caught .them from
time to time during the season while in white or colors, has a brilliant plaid
fc
worked in the fields or as he or Btrlped silk band.
died a few days before because the boy
bad placed it, together with a dozen
ether snakes, under a hot-be- d
(a
box) ou the sunny side of the
garden. All of young Dangle's snakos
glass-ccver-
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LIVINQ MUMMY IN PARIS.

MEN OF SCIENCE.

Fhy.lclaaa of 111. Aeademy of Medlolna
THRFE OFFICIALS
OP THE
Kiauiluliij an Kxtraordluary Creature.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
The Academy of Medicine in Paris
la just now studying ona ot tha most
who have Tha Annual Convention In Detroit Next
In Many Cum the "Indian" Elnsa't Got extraordinary human bcligs
ever been born into this world. He is
Auiruat Will Be a Notable Uatlierlng
Much of the (tenulne Amerloan Blood known
as the man mummy, and one
Hketebe of
Scholar
of Famou
to Brae
White
Of
"Traih" for glance at his
ghastly face and body
Unioera.
rrouilnent
Valet.
shows that he deserves the title. This
phenomenal being Is named Caatagna,
(Special Letter.)
(Special Lettor.)
and, according to tho civil register of
t d.
MONO the leading
Paris, he is now twenty-eigyears
of
officers
the
1
Ins town In Indian old. He is about four feet high and he
American AssociaTerritory and one weighs only fqrty-thrc- e
poundB. Even
tion for the Adof the wonders of with his clothes on he is a most sinvancement of
the year js Hay-de- gular looking object-r-- a veritable lusus
which ( Is to
where
the naturae. His forehead is large, and
annual
Its
bold
has over it Is stretched a thick covering ot
government
convention in Debeen
paying off parchment-lik- e
skin. His eyes, tbe
Cherokee
troit next August,
the
muscles of which are atrophied, are
A few quite round and are wide open like
are the permanent
freedmeri,
weeks ago 'it was the eyeft of night birds!' His. nose, too,
secretary, Prof. F.
W. Putnam,
only a postoflice, reminds one' of such birds, for not only
with one store and 1b It entirely without flesh, but it is vard University;
secretary,
a blacksmith shop. In a few days it also curved
in the form of a beak, Asar.h Hall. Jr.. UnWerslty of Michi
D. S.
became a busy town of 4,000 people,
drooping In this fashion over a mouth gan! secretary of the council,
mainly colored. The one intent of the in which the teeth can be always seen, Kelllcott, University of Ohio (Columpopulation was to receive checks from set together as though in a grimace. bus), and general treasurer, R. S.
the government of which they are benColumbian
University,
Altogether the head and face are bo Woodward,
eficiaries.
and so horrible that it la Im- New York city.
uncanny
When the Cherokee nation liberated
Prof. Asaph Hall, Jr., the general
to 'set down anything like a
felits slaves during the civil war a treaty possible
vivid description of them on paper. eecretary, and his father, are both
was arranged between them and the
and
inconceiv- lows of the American Association,
arms
His
are
and'
tho
legs
government that the freedmen should ably thin and slender. Bones and as might be expected, the son inherited
be received into that nation ns citizens
taste for scientific study and research.
and hold land in common with the nerves are pressed close against each He pursued studies In Harvard, Yale
holds
and
them
skin
the
other,
tight
Cherokees.
When the Cherokee strip
and Columbian Universities. While In
was sold the Indians forgot the pro- together as though it were a sheath ot
Washington he was connected with the
Is
whole
India
in
rubber.
The
body
visions of the treaty and wanted all
At present he is
Naval Observatory.
mea-1
the money, but the court of claims deed, a miracle of frailness and
in the Univerof
astronomy
professor
gave $800,000 to the freedmen, and it gerness, and the wonder Is that a good
sity of Michigan. He has attained emiis the distribution of this large sum puff of wind does not blow It' away.
nence In the line of exact' astronomy,
that has brought the people together.
and observation with the hellometer,
Hayden is 12 miles from the railroad
RUIN IN ST. BERNARD PASS.
equatorial and meridian circle.
and the gathering was all housed in
the secretary
Prof. D. 8.
tents. The Indians and freedmen were An Avalanche Wreck a Part of th An- - cf the council, Kelllcott,
is a native of Oswego
faof
a
number
accompanied by large
olent and Famou Hospice.
county. New York; a graduate of Syrakers, who had the most enticing decuse University, and from 1871 to 1888
(Special
Letter.)
vices for the winning of the money to
Tbe left wing of the great monastery occupied the chair of natural science
be paid out They put up a "Midway
of St. Bernard in Switzerland has been In the Buffalo Normal and Training
Plalsance," where all sorts of games demolished by an avalanche. No lives School. Since 1888 he has given his atwere in progress
then to swell
nor was anybody seriously tention largely to bats and bugs, octhe crowd there were hundreds of were lost
the monks occupying the cupying the chair of zoology and entobut
injured,
been
have
who
business men
selling
were
in serious danger for mology in the Ohio State University.
monastery
goods to the freedmen tor months on
some time. The hospice ot St. Ber He has published several papers treat- credit, trusting in the coming of this
The nard Is at the highest elevation of the ing upon protozoa, rotifera and Insects.
auspicious time for their pay.
work is a monograph of the
total number of freedmen on the rolls great St. Bernard pass, between Mont His latest
of Ohio.
dragou-flle- s

INDIANS GET Bid MONEY FROM
UNCLE SAM.
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The Pill that

Will.

"The pill that will," implies the pills that
won't. Their name i3 legion. The name of "the
pill that will" is Ayer's Cathartic Pill. It is a
pill to rely on. Properly used it will cure constipation, biliousness, sick headache, and the
other ills that result from torpid liver. Ayer's
pills are not designed to spur tho liver into a
momentary activity, leaving it in yet more
incapable condition after the immediate effect
is past. They are compounded with the purpose of toning up the entire system, removing
the obstructing conditions, and putting the
liver into proper relations with the rest of the
The record of
organs for natural
Ayer's Pills during the half century they have
been in public use establishes their great and
permanent value in all liver affections.
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Ayer's Cathartic Pills.
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The craving for drink ta a disease, a marvel Ion
cure for wnlctx has been discovered culled MAntt-Jay,- "
which mak
toe Inebriate lose all taste for
strong dnnb without knowinir why, as It eua be
in lett, coffee, soup and the like.
glwn secretly
If Antt-Jais not kept by your diuulst send
one do) ar to tbe He nova Chemical Co., C6 Broadway, New York, and It will be sent postpaid, In
plain wrapper, with full directions how to give
secretly. Information mailed Iree.
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4 should be in every
home, in every
office, in every workshop. A temperance
1 drink, more healthful thaa ice water,
more delightful and
satisfying than any
other beverage produced.
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HAYDEN DURING THE PAYMENT.
was over 4,500, and each share was Velan and itB western extremity, called
Tho payment was Points de Dronaze, In the Penine chain
worth $188.74.
made by family, and on account of the of tho Alps. It Is the highest habitatangled relationship of a race that was tion in the Alps, if not in all Europe.
so lately slaves, the making of the The ' monastery consisted of a large
rolls proved to be a tremendous task. regular mass of stone buildings, stern
The identification of the members of and gloomy enough when viewed from
the families was no less onerous, for the exterior, but inviting and cheerthey all look alike to the stranger. ful within. Despite its rough appearThe public school Is one of the unance, the hospice has welcomed Alpine
known factors of Indian life in this travelers for nine centuries. It is more
section, and there are few who can than 8,000 feet above the level of the
read and write.
sea. It was founded in 962 by Count
The camp has been the most order Bernard of Menthon, who afterward
ly in the history of the Indian Terri was canonized. He devoted forty years
tory payments. In former cases there of his life to helping and protecting
has been always a larger attendance the numerous travelers who annually
of the tough element which has made pass between Switzerland and Italy.
Here the nights The Jnmates, are monks of the Au- the night hideous.
became wild. about the midnight hour gustlnian order, assisted by a numand then the "coons" who want to cut ber of lay brethren. There are forty
Then it monks in the monastery, some of
a dash are in their element.
is that the Alkali Ikes are ready to go whom, however, are in the Simplon
out and sboot a few holes In the at HoBplce on the top of little St. Bernard
mosphere without warning. Girls mountain. The St. Bernard hospice
with red ribbons in their hair are has been known to accommodate 500
here, and they do the town of tents to 600 travelers at a time. The ground
In the most approved fashion, while floor oti the- building, is devoted to
the old folks are having a shouting stabling and storerooms, and the up
prayer meeting, after the manner of per floors to a drawing room, refectory,
the colored folks of the south. The offices and dormitories. The work of
brethren from Oklahoma are numer- the monks in giving shelter to travel
ous, and they are usually of the sort ers and rescuing wayfarers lost in the
that has the money craze well devel- mountains
has been the subject of
There is an attempt made to
oped.
many tales of heroism. The monks
oft
the
but
grounds,
keep gambling
cars for nearly 20,000 travelers every
The freedmen
with small success.
year, without exacting the smallest
more
are eager to get
money and they
will bite at any kind of a game. It is,
perhaps, a good thing, that In so many
Instances they have pledged their
money in advance, and that it is
-

taken by the debtors at the moment
they receive if. At the best It will not
last long, for they are unused to having so much, and they know that Un
cle Sam will pay them more regularly
In the future, as he does the Chero
kees.
Over in the Osage portion of the ter
ritory every member of the tribe is
wealthy. The men are handsome and
the squaws are not bad looking. They
are tew in number and are decreasing
every year. Now there are only 345
voters In the tribe and they are the
recipients of a bounty that might well
make a prince happy. The tribe has
1,000,000 acres of land , and about
$9,000,000 in the United States treasury, on which the Interest is $400,000

II

'

THE' HOSPICE OF ST. BERNARD.
payment, as the monastery Is , rich
enough to support Itself out of its own
funds. Those "that can afford to do
are so expected, however, to contri'
bute a sum equal to the amount they
a year. This is paid every three would be
charged in a hotel in the vilamounts
to
then
it
$54
and
months,
I
,i
lage.
:'
In
woman
and child
the
for each man,
St.:.
which
as
are
Bernard
The
dogs,
Is set
tribe. Of the $400,000
'famous as the monastery itself, are
aside for education and the children
at the hospice. They are subject
are all sent to school. They go to bred,
to the same rheumatism affliction after
schools
not
and
?.re
Catholic boarding
allowed to get. the apportionment U seven or eight years as are the monks,
and are then killed. The monks althey are not in school. The Indians, ways
keep eight or twelve dogs on
too, have a large amount of rent from
their lands, which they lease to the hand. These dogs travel around in
storms with little casks containing
rattlemen for cash.
;.,; ,
meat and wine hanging from
Frequently the leading meri"gd'east tread,,
on a visit and travel In Pullman cars their collars, and hundreds of sufferas do other luxurious westerners. They ers have been rescued by them.
take their families to Europe and
He Saw.
have for thef'r servants vhlto men and
"See here!" howled the manager;
women who are tempted by the prince"does it take you four hours to carry
ly wages to fdiget that they are the
a message three streets away and resuperior race. While full bloods wear
turn?"
in the council chamber, and some"Why," Bald the new office boy, "you
times ou the street, the full robes of
the Indian warrior, for the most part told me to see how long it would take
the yare dressed in the ordinary fash- me to get there and back, and I done
s.
it."
ion of the whites. One of the wealthtwelve
bus
the
way,
who,
men,
by
iest
Swinburne is quoted as saying,
children. Uvea in a house that Is the
equal to any city residence, having "James I was a knave, a fool, a
a liar and a coward, but I love film beIt has all the improva-Tpcr.cost $10,000.
of plumbing and heating, and cause he slit the throat of that black's as comfortable as could be desired. guard Raleigh, who invented smoking."
'

one-ten- th

ASAPH HALL, JR., GENERAL
RETARY.

SEC-

Robert S. Woodward, treasurer of
the association, Is a native of Michias to birth; and
gan; a forty-ninwas educated In the University of
Michigan. After his graduation he
served for some time as engineer of
the Lake Survey. In 1882-8- 4 he was
astronomer of the Transit of Venus
Commission, and followed this by a
neany ten year set vn;t wnu iu
logical and coast surveys. Prof. Woodward has made valuable contributions
to fclerttlflc literature upon geology,
physics of the earth, physical astronomy and pure mathematics. He is at
present professor of mechanics at Columbia University, New York city.
er

Column of Whirling- Sand.
Sand serpents Is the name given by
an Imaginative traveler of the wonderful columns of whirling sand that
are so frequently seen on the great
plains of Central Asia. Fancy what a
terrible country to journey through
For miles and miles one unbroken
stretch of dreary Band, nothing to
break the monotony, nothing to rest
the eyes, unless one of these fantastic
exhibitions, which, knowing the discomfort and the danger, a traveler
would rather not see, takes place. The
first signal is a "puff of wind, followed
by various slight disturbances in the
loose soil round about; then it blows,
harder, and tiny columns of sand lift
increasing in volume and
height with every moment. These columns have the form of serpents, and
all the waving sinuous motions ot those
-

'

terrible creatures. Sometimes they
will rise to a height of fifty, sixty, and,
if we may believe the testimony of
some writers, even two hundred feet.;
They sweep over immense stretches,:
sometimes singly, sometimes in groups,
gathering size and force as they go,,
and then, as the wind lowers, diminish,-and dwindle into nothingness. But for
the terror of being caught In one of;
these sandstorms and being blown and
beaten about, and having one's sight
and hearing almost destroyed, the phenomenon would be almost as grand as
any In nature. One could fancy the;
evil spirits of the world at play, writhing,' twisting, wrestling and exercising:
their mighty strength on the play- -,
ground of the desert.

"

The Missouri River.
An explorer says that the Mississ- -i
ippl's source la at the crest of the!
Rockies, 8,000 feet above sea level, Just)
within the boundary ot Montana. The;
stream is two feet wide and two inches
deep, its water coming from melted;
snow. The source is 4,221 miles fromi
the Gulf of Mexico and 2,945 miles
from its confluence with the Mississippi, making the river the longest un.
broken current in the world.
j

,

"

The People of Now York City.
is said that more than 75 per cent'
of those who people New York city
were born of foreign mothers,
while more than 40 per cent were themPeter
selves born on foreign soil.
Btuyvesant ruled In his day over 1,400
;Jtw Yorkers, who conversed in eight-te- n
different tongues.

It

to-d-

Tit-Bit-

tyi-aiit-

ts

,

Favored by Nature.
Jacobs. Jr. "Fadder. why aren't tier
Hebrews as tall as odder beoblih'"
Jacobs. Sr. "Peesnes foresight, meln
son! Tlnk wot ve can safe in dor price
of cloding." Now York TrtburiB.

-s

L-

-

rowonatrnttoii Will
TtmNliht'd
U. U. Alamt
iicllpNU Anyitiliif of the III ml
laftui;;bt,
JlelU lit ilo Teirtlory.

ler

ilOW IT

Manuel OoVe

WI.I

BIS CONDUCTKIr.

has lies n a busy one for tba
ho'la iwipiilatlori' of the': city,' who ar
7V-la-

13,

mating every preparation poatibla to make
lie reception of Governor U. A. Otero an
ooostlou which will ba pointed to with
prliln as in example for years to oome.
Tbe atreeti tnd bulns boutaa have all
put on ho'lday attlra, every available place
of bunting end flag In tha city being hauled
ut and taclaid up In tbe most linpotina
nanner postlble. From tb corner of Til dan atrjet to tb corner of Lincoln. alon
Railroad avenue, a Una cf Japanese lan-t- t
rna will be strung, with arches across tb
AJftoat
streets In otlief placet.
business botis in thai city wilt, also, be
brilliantly tllamluated, and avary cellar,
backyard and alley bat been ransacked lor
dry goods ucies, with which' to furnish
fuel fur (nnntntreblt bonfirat.
From Raton on down tb Una of tb
Atcblaon roid, crowd will gravel the now
governor at each station, giving welcome
and good cheer, not only tt our fellow-- o
tit n, but as our chief , executive. By
o tog end
their addresses of grtetlog,ben massing, demonstrating their pleasure
for tha president's choice and their confidence in him.
.;,-.- '
Las Vegat hst,
many
witblu Its eonflntt who have j
.
dlftsicss to congiatulate our
Let ns show to tbese visitor! and
tba Territory at large that we have even
greater confidence ln"Qdlle,"for tbe future
as a governor, tbau w bave bad in bim in
the past.
Much bat already been done, but more
can be and eh mid te. Let every person a,
member of tme creenieation, turn out
with that order. It not a number of tome
of tbese orjaniiistione, turnout at a prl
vata citlzcL demonatrate tbe faftb that'
in you!
Special car attached to tbe morning
fnight containing tha reception commit-te- a
from Las Vegss and delagatlont from
Mora and Santa Fe, as welt at. the Let
Vegas band, left at 7:83, thla morning, for
Sormgor, wbere they will meet Governor
Otero, and escort bim to the city, arriving
here, at 0:30, tlijs evening. At tbe train
eute.s the city limits a talyte of thirteen
and four
guns will be ft red. aod a
will escort bim to his how,'
fcr tbe evenFo lowing It tbe
ing's' jollification:
oRbxit bir. UARcn. .
forms at tb
At 8 p. m . tbe
f ju- - tain, Una of marjh, soulh on Oraod
avenue to Tilden ttreat; etat on Tlldrn
street to Railroad avenue; north on liall
road tv Due to Lincoln avenue; Lincoln
aveoue up Sixth street to National street ;
west on National street to Bridge street.
Bridg esreit to ntrtb side of the p'aza
sid of the p'ais park
nr'fto Bridge street, Bndee t'reet to Twelfth
Rtree', twelfth stre- -t to ()puglat avenue
D. . utiles avenue to tbe opera house,.
Afier tbe arrival at the opera bouse tbe.
band will discourse moslo In front of that
plio until tbe atttnduntt are Inside and
seated wbeh tbey will enter and take tbe
places assigned tbem.
Residents alorg the line of march are
repeated to decorate and Illuminate.
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STREET TALK.
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(iviillc ubower, to liny.
Mrs It. O. do Ueoriiinex
her rojiD.

confined to

I

The Now England restaurant
pspereu and pnluted.

Nttura ba'ped
laying the dust,

i

',e,J

ro

being

tbe Otero recaption by

ball itorai la reported jrcster
day along tbe Singuella
The Lou Vesres land will give concerts
W
in Uillsiie and Lincoln parks,
A

luh fur

H. B Jwbn.mti

The People VPper?

UVKIiyU. 3tUB

b'ivy

took

t

Nj.

!,
Lt

Wl, A

U

2,

th

luk No,

Junj,

a

for Uprlngur,
Jr. Sbaw will rotui n,

no

frnni bis

-to TopeUa.
v
W. A. Olvens retiirpei) from,

c

Co'. Dick Hudson is op I mill Demlng to
bib gonial pretence at tba reception
o Govei nor Otero.

Slid

R, H.

f I'boonrfft'.u

r, aUh'U(;h at work, It

quite sick, to day,
W. B. Page started for his Uussell, Kan- sat, home on o. 4, this niurni'ig.
Joe llarburg and family left, this morn- to, fur their Moro borne.
C"l. Marcut Brunswick retnrued from a
acutbern dip, tbi morning.
Robert Qortntr came In from Banta Fe,
this uioralng, to take part in the reception.
Ted Coo ley end Dr. Tltterlngton went to
Trout tprlugt, yetterdty, to oamp for a few
days.
Jul Daniel went down to Laray, last
night, In tha interoit of Gross, Blackwell

Tbe water warm Company will bave four
Hne horses blti'bed to tba Romero
raucii couch, in fu lorade, to night.
Itegular monthly business meeting of tbe
Y. W. C. T. U.. will he bold, Uondoy
tvenini;, ut tbe homo of Miss Aim O iv
.

The wife of A. ). Vhmicr, the 0. O. D.
Minn, presented bim with a fine
girl bsby, lust ilgbt. Everybody doing
'
.
,
wtll.

Jmndry

club U lbs latest fad anirn
A wnl-Ir- g
t'.e Jariies. A walk to tbe Wiiliaro. ranch
wt partlcpned in by tba member-- , yet

tsfda.

t--

City capita Is's step

pid iff at Springer, yesterday, en route to
lied Kiver where trg uiiuluf deals are on
tbe topi'.
iirf. Jno. Shank eiijfertd exei utlattogly
nil Inst night, from neuralgia of the
tomacli. Bti is uiiie'j improved, til?
morning.

tbetrselr .t

vi U pleas-- d with ihlr irea'airnt at tbe
lianus of tbe las Vegas boys, and will pay
us another visit as soon as opportuaily

Steve Powers and Boas Loug leave
on a trip to tbe Lead waters of tbe
Gallint'.
they will hold their
tilblea in one band and foed the tidies with
tbe otler.
Miss OohelU Honriquc, tvbts has beer
traveling in Mexico and whose interesting
letteri buvc appeared in Tuk Onus-- , trow
time te time, returned from btr long ab
.. ...
nenee this morning.
,

Amelia Ortiz, Patricio Baneh'cx, Agapito
Abeyta and Frnnk A. Hill, u well as
host of ot!)9r couniy officials and private
itlz?ns of the Mora coaimonwealtb are In
to see bow lt'a done wbeo
tbo city,
J,as Vegas does really turn Icrself loose

ia.-

...

It

--

of tbe body of tba lute

of public instruction, is alive to
tbe work of tbe normal Institute, and will
f pen the Mora county normal Institute on
June 21st. in tbe superintendents office in
in tbe court botxp, with Mrs. H. it. Win.
stoa in charge. Tuition to advance.

r
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Rich-robe- d

There is little excuse for the shabby man
when he can buy the H. S. and M. Tailor-mad- e
P
Clothea at the prices JAKE BLOCK isr

iSS

makir.ff.

What must one give? That's the question which
g
for days. Here's
may have kept you
a happy suggestiop : Nothing could be more appropriate than a piece of
brain-strainin-

GLSS.

N. L. Rosenthstl

There are Tumblers. Goblets, Water Bottles, Celery
Dishes, Oil and Vinegar Cruets Olive. Bon Bon
and Jelly Dishes, Salad and Berry Howls, Cream
and Sugar Sets Salt and Pepper Sets, Toothpick
Holders, and many other articles tanging from very
moderate to as high a price as you care to pay.

s$s,

'

,

i

There are Reception Chairs, Fancy, Willow and
Upholstered Rockers, Divans. Couches, Hall Trees,
Desks, Secretaries, and scores of elegant novelties
for domestic decoration and utility.

Ranch trade a spe ialty.

Highest prices paid for wool,' hides and pelts.

v v vvvvvvvvvvvv

..
reasonable

W

-

.

We also mention TABLE LINEXS and MEXICAN
DRAWN WORK to all who contemplate the be
stowal of a Wedding or an Anniversary Gift

THE PLAZX.

'i

dispose of thsm

at

inanufiictupers cost.

iWac-- l
'

and will

vi

vi.

.'

p
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Make Your Money
On Your Purchases

I

Henry Levy ot Bro,

'

EAST

7s

LAS VEOAS.

i

.

it if you trade with us. Our stock

Frislirs

Are"sold now

at extremely low

STROUSSE

W

.

Enis,

Dry

&

vy

zr ff

less than

50C. Matchless shirt aist this quality worth 85c
75C. Matches shirt waist this quality worth 1.00 to $1.15

St..

,

Wagner & Myers.

j5

You make

SIXTH

IN

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Your Choice

Yesterday's ball game drew at least 5'0
spectators to the grounds and tbe cheer.
For e tilc. dreesy eollor. ask for tbe E.
PLACES Of WORSHIP.
mite
& W. ' Biota'' at Block's.
Inn was beard as far as the depot
It
away, when tbe pauie closed. Tbe Cyclers'
West Kidk CiTtiopto Caunpn. Very
For parties, concert! and eociala. ren
ctnb won by a neore of rigtiteeo to sfx'een. Rev.
H. Defouri, pastor; Bey, Adrian Rosenthal Bros, tall.
They bavo never lost a r.m since Ibey Kaheyrolie, assistant! First mass at 6 n
.
. flotlce to Contractors
orgnnizsd and tbey tare eorreepottdlagly m,! second matt at ?:30 a.m.; bish mats
s
Sealed
will be received by the
froud.
at!i):3Ue.m; Sunday school at 3 o'clock p, board
of resents of the normal tcbool of
Robert C. Gortner came over from Ban- mi. Kveniue aorvlcee, during the month of New Mexico at tbe olllce of tbe secretary.
M. W. Browne, at Lat Vecas. N. M.. until
ts Ye, this mornlue, to be present atfllor-aruo- r May, 7 o'clock p.m., afterwards, i o'clock;
'
12 o'clock noon on tbe 1'Jth day of June,
Otero's reception. He it a delegate Veepert tAid Bauedietlou,
1807, tor
cut

Hardware

PICKS, SHOVELS, EAR STEEL, POWTjER,
FUSE, GENERAL MINING SUPPLIES.

tor tha stock of samples at

Mar

lit

also

(hir buyer in New York has

5Qc os the

-

FISHING TACKLE.

dj.

'

')-

EVtiRYTHIKO

Ready made dress sklrsts and duck suits.

:

wvwvv

Kr"&

SCREEN DOORS,
WIRE SCREENS,
SCREEN WIRE CJOl II, POULTRY NETTING,
ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STCvES,

Caslf Novelty Dry Goods Store

bought from a large

Co.,

General Merchandise

Toilet Articles. You can purchase beautiful pieces
for any sum from fi.oo upwards.

ILFELD'S

&.

Ae.

Railroad

.i'Therels no end to our great variety of Table and

'

resi-den-

it.

o:-

There's many a lady, sweet and fuir,
iu ilken gown;
There's many an honest man, and square,
Who wears the best in town;
There's many a rogue in a tattered coat,
And whatever the books may say,
Old clothes don't mvhe an honest heart,
At any hour of the day.

FURNITURE.

;

super-intendei- it

ar--

Art

STERLING SILVER!

a4

S

CAPS

FOR
ONE'S - ;, ' ......
FRIENDS

u

tk

M.oo.5

'til

Co.

:')!,

o

STOCK OF

btyte.

to-IJf- tte

f

Ttfnuutl Biaocbard, who was drowned near
Bun Man-lsl- ,
aaoiemn mass of requim will
be suns on Monday nwrning at 8 a. ni.. In
I lie west tide Oatbrllo cbiirch,
by Rev. Fr.
Defouri. An invitation ts extended to all
friends of tbe decbaaud to attend.

Pdtncio Baocbez, Mora connty'a

I

,BBr3)

'

sffers.

ia hf absence

w

..,ii.4.l

I,.

New Designsi- - Attrnclivc Prices, Up- -

.

o' their

,

-

. k,

In the City.

'

k

tl

AID

HAT

fellow-citizen-

Tbe Kliake,peare olub mot with Mrs. D
C. VV.nlers.
ant ntglit. A very entertain,
ing tveuii'g was syntit.

'Tbe Raton club expressed

cl

oes,

,

Albuqjer-que-

this morning.

-

Profrtsor Miller will render Instrument- at the Methodist church,
nl niu-lrow vi trg

Kna

,r--

m mi ASSORTED

005,

iuornng,

;

trip

USiOtBT

THE

tl(:

Frank Lee, of Albuquerque, it on tbe
ttreett,
coming up to tee tbe
Qovernor.
Mrt. M. L. Singleton Isexpectsd to reach
tbe city oo No. 1, tblt etenlng, from Oat- entborp, K.y.
Rev, J. F. Kritngg and V. Long it art,
Monday, fore tiip to Harvey's ranch and
vicinity.
, F. H. Liberteanx leaves for Holbrook,
Aril., on another of bit periodical c tttle- buying trips.
v ,
(A
Mrt. Miguel A. Otero, mother of tbe
governor, came over from Banta ' Fe on
tbe morning tralu.
Joe Harburg and family returned from
CUT
Philadelphia, last evening, and went out
to their Mora bout, tbi) morning.
Hon. Mariano a. Otero, nncle of New
Mexico-- , governor, arrived on the morn
ing train, to takj part la the reception
ceremonies.
Farry Cavaaiugb went down to Albu OR
querue with tbe Raton tall tram, latt
evtniug, and will assist that team in tbtlr
contests with Albuquerque.
M, 8, Otero, Aouquorqf ; Mrt. Otero,
mother of Qovernor Otero; Miss O. Hen
.
riq'iif, uf Santa Fa, are in the city to
v. ten tie
OR
reception
Uptogrova will on Wednesday naxt,
in one of
nqvt feo.n her present
e
Chrh Stllaisn's outrages, to tbe new
Of K. 0, Waiing, east of Hillslte
park.
'CM. TTagt er, Denver; Joe Harburgand
famfamily, Mora; Mr., 8. Voui ere
ily and Eugenio Romero, Cievaland ; W.
8. Clark, Ontario, Cl., are regis'ored ut the
N w Optic.
'
Bam Bloom has come down from Cripple
Creek, Colo., to visit bis brothers, Charley
and Ernest Bloom, as well as to note improvements In tbe metropolis during bis
long ibtenoe.
W. N. Bweeney and mother came In
rrom Santa Fa, last night, oo N.i. Q Mr.
Swiney leaves
moaning for
Kentucky, bis mother remaining in the
oity to visit friends,
Frank Oilbsrt, Monon, lid.; F. Donovan, Denver; Podro A. Ortege, Frank A.
Vigil, Juan Jose Rodiigria, Luciano
Lucas Malstos, Mora, are registerOIlDtn OK PARADE.
ed at tbe Central bote).
Aider EugenH Romero, Jose L. Lopea.
Morse and daughter, Hattle, with J
Mil.
Mayor (Oluey and city council in car- - W. Morse, came in, last evening, from
I'iaees.
..... .. ,
Denver. Mr. Morse la the lucky roan wbo
Lat Vegas military band.
will cany away' one of Las Vegas,, most
Carrlsgos of Governor M, A. Otero and cbHrmfrif ppljas
atabiidc, on the ITtb
..
.
reception committee.
Division Ko. 7 of fjoiform rank. K. of P,
0. H. Llppcll, St. Louis i J. L. odd, h,
mounted will act at an escort to Governor
E. Whitney, Chicago) A. L. Conrad,
Otero.
L. L.
Denver; L. P. MorLafayette commacdery No. 7, U. A. Jl. ton and W. H. Lyons, New
York City; Dr.
Miller,
Id full dress.
Hook and Ladder cooiasny, East Las Smith and Mrt. Dr. Shaw, city; H. Wig-haRaton, are registered . at tbe Plaza
Veg9t.
hotel.
E. Homera bote compaoy.
L.'H. Hkfmelsfer and family, F. Kinl.
Hose company No. 1, East Las Vegas.
berg, city; C. A. Whitehead, J. A. Smith,
Footmen,
'
"
Raton; W. L. Hathaway, San Francisco;
Citiaent on horseback.
Manuel U. Ooke, Bapello; Q. S. Long, Ban
Bicycle club,
the rear of tbe prooestlon wil be formed Angeld, Tex.; Richard Hudson. Detning;
on Railroad
avenue norm or Lincoln W. 8. Cvnduit,
Paso) Frank Lee, M. B.
avenue.
Otero, Albuquerque, are realsteredat tbe
Plaza hotel.
By order of
B. F, rbrJSTTHK.
Fire works, fire works, tire works at etat
'
Chairman of Committee.
W
178 2t
tide pottomce.

atttrnoou.

Seventeen
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at

p; rices,

BACHiRACH.

GREATEST REDUC TIOIM

st

I will offer for 39 days all

cron-isal-

,

suits made to order at ic

less than ever sold befoi

,

atone and mason work.
tbo
from tire Banta Fj inaugural committee,
44
Also for tbe carpenter nod metal work in
First A. M. E. CsfPS.rSnsday setoo!
and was sent over to ascertain for ceitain
accordance
tbe plans and sraciflca
with
8:00
2:30
at
p.m.; preaching,
p.m.
what day ths nope r nor will go to Santa
tjons on fi e at tbe office of tbe architects,
and W. W. Rapp, Las Vegas. N. M.
JH.
Fe, wbere ano'her graud reception awaits
r bank oPbikgkr, 1'reslrienc of Hoard,
FinjT M. E. Council Rev. J. F. Kellogg,
tiim on bis arrival.
M. W. Browne, Secretary.
oastor.
Sunday tcbool, at 9:45 a. m. ;
by tbe pastor al U o'clock a.mf
We carry the lareest and bet assorted
i. W". Brooks, Is the artist wfaa painted Preaching sermon
44
to the ebllereni Class
special
ne of E. & W. cellars and cuffs In town.
tbo life size oil painting of Gov. M. A.
:
.
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